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ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE (ASW): SOME OF THE.ISSUES AND SOME OF THE PROGRAMS

I. Introduction

The use of a submersible craft to destroy surface vessels extends

as' far back in history as the lath century. During the American Revolution,

David Bushnell attempted to sink (by Mining) HMS Eagle, a British man-

of-war anchored in New York harbor, with his submersible, Turtle.

While the attempt to sink Eagle failed, the warship's captain considered
i/*

it prudent to shift to waters at considerable distance from the shore.

In a certain sense, Turtle's attack on Eagle may be viewed as an

example of a classic coastal submarine function--that of sea 'space denial.

Because of the limitations imposed on Turtle (e.g., range, endurance,

armament), that craft was little more than a self-propelled mine.

The solution of the problems imposed by these limitations was necessary

before submarine warfare could become a severe threat to shipping.

The two basic problems were: (1) to be able to operate at sea

for a considerable period of time and (2) to devise armaments

1/ HMS Eagle's captain considered Turtle's attack tantamount to an act
of piracy and threatened to hang anyone captured in any attempt to
destroy a British ship by mining it. This attitude toward submarine
warfare was echoed in 1930 by an anonymous American naval officer
who suggested at the London Naval Conference that the submarine
be outlawed so as to bring respectability back to naval warfare.
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(e.g., the torpedo) capable of a reasonably high rate of success.

Both of these problems were solved near the beginning of twentieth

century, and the first major test of the submarine came during

World War I.

It can be argued that the submarine is the ideal weapon for nations

with a surface fleet of limited capability. In World War I, although

the German High Seas Fleet was considerable, it could in no significant

way challenge the supremacy of the Royal Navy. To a considerable

degree this relative inferiority was ameliorated by the German submarine

fleet, which was used to carry out the important function of raiding

the enemy's commercial fleet.

The Allied response was the convoy system. In essence, this system

involved two types of protection for the ships that were the submarines'

targets. The first system of defense was essentially passive, i.e.,

destroyers escorted the convoy through an area that might be threatened

by submarines. It was presumed that this would have the effect of

deterring German submarines from exposing themselves to attack.

The second system involved the active hunting of submarines. This was

a far more difficult task than providing protection to a convoy because

of the lack of detection devices.

The German tactics during World War II were much the same as, and

Allied responses were also roughly parallel tg those of the

first World War. There were, however, some improvements in detection

1/ Prior to the introduction of nuclear power, submarines generally
traveled on the surface and submerged only in the presence of the enemy.
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techniques which gave the surface vessel a better chance in dealing with

the submarine. These were primarily sonar (which allowed for the

detection of submerged submarines) and radar (which allowed both surface

ships and aircraft to detect a submarine's snorkel breathing tube 
or

periscope above the surface).

The most significant submarine development since World War II

has been the introduction of-nuclear power. Submarines using nuclear

fuel are not required to surface in order to charge their batteries

(a requirement of conventional submarines). They are independent of

a need for air for burning fuel, and air for the crew is simply

recycled and purified.

Essentially, ASW is a response to a problem. It is an attempt

to counter the subsurface capability of another Navy--in the case of

the United States, countering the submarine capability of the Soviet

Union. Therefore, any analysis of the American approach to ASW

requires at least a limited review of Soviet subsurface capabilities.

In testimony on March 10, 1971, before the Joint Committee on

Atomic Energy, Vice Admiral Hyman G. Rickover, Director of Naval

Reactors Division, Atomic Energy Commission, stated:
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In the area of submarines we now find ourselves

faced with a sophisticated Soviet force of some 355

submarines, (classified matter deleted) of which are

nuclear powered. The U.S. submarine fleet is only one-

third as large with 142 submarines, 92 of which are

nuclear powered. The Soviets have overtaken us in

numbers of nuclear submarines. Their submarine fleet

includes 50 ballistic-missile submarines, over 235

attack submarines, and 65 submarines armed with

antiship missiles in addition to torpedoes. /

It is not only the number of Soviet submarines that governs Soviet

underwater capability but also the operating improvements that Soviet

designers have built into them. Captain Carrison, USN (Ret.) has

noted that:

new Soviet submarines have displayed an unexpected

ability to dive deep and to travel at high speeds. In

an encounter during the summer of 1968, our nuclear

powered attack carrier USS Enterprise found that

a trailing Soviet submarine was able to keep pace

at speeds up to 26 knots. This demonstration surprised

the U.S. intelligence community, which had not attributed

such speeds to the most advanced Soviet subs. 2/

Captain Carrison's figure of 26 knots is substantially lower than

that of John Marriott. The latter claims that Soviet nuclear submarines

are "capable of 35 knots submerged."

_/ U.S. Congress. Joint Committee on Atomic Energy. Naval Nuclear

Propulsion Program--1971. 92nd Congress, 1st. session. Washington,

U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1971. p. 10. Hereafter referred to as

Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program--l971.

2/ Carrison, Daniel J. The Increasing Dimension of ASW, Data on

Defense and Civil Systems, July 1969, p. 21.

/ Marriott, John. NATO's Anti-Submarine Warfare Potential. International

Defense Review, March 1970, p. 50.

4
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The danger posed by Soviet submarines occurs on three operative

levels: (1) cruise missiles, (2) torpedoes, and (3) ballistic missiles.

The last-named danger, submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs), is

beyond the realm of ASW as the latter is discussed in this paper

although much research has been devoted to this problem. Vice Admiral

Turner F. Caldwell, ASW Director in the Office of the Chief of Naval

Operations, said: "The Navy has done some pretty highly classified

ASW studies to counter the SLBM threat, and has developed some
l/

avenues of promise.... but they are simply concepts at the present time. "

The initial American reaction to the growing Soviet capability

was bureaucratic.

In the late 1950's and the early 1960's this growing
undersea threat was recognized in several studies that

the Navy made internally. Each study made one overall

recommendation--form a special policy and management

entity for antisubmarine warfare; one that could cut

across lines of authority in both the office of the
Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) and the procurement

bureaus. After considerable foot dragging the move was

made. At the policy-budget level under CNO the Office

of Antisubmarine Warfare Programs was established
Feb. 17, 1964 (Op-095)... On the procurement side, the

Antisubmarine Warfare Systems Project Office (PM-4)

under the Chief of Naval. Material (CNM) was created...

The former head of Op-95, Vice Admiral Caldwell, has commented on

the relative capabilities of the Soviet and American Navies. Brooke

Nihart has observed that in the event that war broke out:

_/ Andrews, Walter. Navy Gears Up ASW Capabilities to Meet Soviet
SLB Threat. Armed Forces Journal, July 19, 1969, p. 16.

2/ Booda, Larry L. Navy's Plan to Counter the Growing Soviet

Undersea Threat. Undersea Technology, November, 1970, p. 20.

rx:> 
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although our ASW has made tremendous progress since
World War II, Soviet progress in submarines and long-
range over-water air reconnaissance has made great progress,
too. -

"The number of their subs would put us in a
difficult position for a period of time," (Admiral Caldwell)
guardedly observed. Then he added: "That's a circum-
locution for saying we'd lose a lot of ships." i/

It is possible to identify two basic problems in the area of ASW.

They are (1) locating the enemy and (2) destroying it.

A. Locating Enemy Submarines

John Marriott, a British naval analyst, has noted that:

before any submarine can be attacked it must be found.
In the last war most submarines were found because sooner
or later they had to expose themselves above water,
either to attack, or to charge their batteries,
or to transmit on their radio. The Germans used radio
a great deal and were frequently located by the
highly efficient allied DF (direction finding) chain.

Now we are faced with the nuclear submarine,
capable of tremendous underwater endurance without
refuelling, capable of remaining submerged indefinitely
without showing even a periscope above the water,
capable of diving to far greater depths than any submarine
in the last war, and, above all, capable of speeds up
to around 35 knots submerged. 2/

There are a number of means whereby a submarine may be detected.

These include sonar detections from submarines, ships and helicopters,

sonobuoys in conjunction with aircraft, various airborne detectors, and

various active and inactive electronic measures and countermeasures.

_/--ihart, Brooke. Antisubmarine Warfare: We'd Lose a Lot of Ships.
Armed Forces Journal, May 23, 1970, p. 26.

2/ Marriott, John. Op. cit., p. 50.
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At present, the basic means of submarine detection ,is sonar. According

to Gallery:

The SQS-26 sonar is coming into general use in the

surface ASW Navy--a few cruisers and carriers are equipped

with older SQS-23 sonars. The latest powerful sonar, the
26, is still running into operational bugs but is

- the best we have, employing direct path, bottom

bounce and convergence zone detection methods. _

A problem inherent in sonar emplaced on surface ships is the environment

in which it must operate. Marriott points out that:

unfortunately the ocean is not a good medium through
which to send sonar pulses and the range obtained

by this means is not great. Actual ranges are classified,
but it is doubtful whether any hull mounted set could
detect a submarine by active means at a distance
of over 10 miles, and at times ranges are as small as
a few thousand yards. 2/

There are a few other difficulties. Water temperature may vary. As

a result, the sound wave emitted by an active sonar may bend, thus giving

the returning echo a false reading to the sonar operator. Furthermore,

submarines are not the only subsurface inhabitants that may be detected.

Whales, schools of fish, wakes of ships, and old shipwrecks may appear

as submarines.

In order to circumvent this problem, some surface ships are fitted

with sonar transducers that may be suspended beneath the ship at

considerable depths. These are known as variable depth sonars (VDS).

_/ Gallery, Rear Admiral P.D., USN (Ret). ASW: The Navy's Number
One Problem. Data on Defense and Civil Systems, p. 26.
According to Brooke Nihart, "the third model SQS-26 sonar, or
SQS-26CX, has all the bugs of earlier models corrected."
Armed Forces Journal, May 3, 1971, p. 27.

2 Marriott, John. Op. cit., p. 51.

r~i
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This is not a perfect solution, however. Marriott notes that:

on the whole ... , VDS does not increase detection

range, but it has proved successful in detecting
submarines hiding beneath temperature layers. _

Sonars fixed to submarines have a number of advantages over their

surface and VDS counterparts. Captain McGrath has posited that:

the submarine since World War II has developed its ASW

capabilities to an extent that some proponents
predict it will ultimately be the only effective
ASW vehicle. Time will settle this cpntention;
meanwhile, the submarine is acknowledged as an

essential element in submarine defense. 2/

Nuclear-powered submarines of the United States Navy are fitted

with the BQQ-2 sonar system. The principal components of this system

"include the BQS-6 active sonar, with transducers mounted in a 15-foot

diameter sonar sphere, and BQR-7 passive sonar, with hydrophones in

a conformal array on sides of forward hull.'" Sonars of conventional

submarines tend to be less sophisticated than those associated

with nuclear submarines.

The successful use of radar, direction finders and electronic

warfare depends upon surface contact. While, as noted above, this was

successful during World War II, it is much less useful against nuclear-

powered submarines, which can remain submerged during their patrols.

However, the great majority of Soviet submarines are conventionally

1/ Ibid.
_/ McGrath, Thomas D., USN (Ret). "The National Insurance Policy:

ASW Coverage." United States Naval Institute Proceedings,

May, 1968, p. 49.

3/ Jane's Fighting Ships, 1970-1971, p. 466. The BQQ-2 system will

eventually be altered by introduction of the BQS-13 search sonar

which will have more search options and capabilities.

r~1
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powered and therefore still subject to detection to the degree that

their hunters have accurate radar equipment. On the other hand,

it should be noted that:

radar is a two-edged weapon, as submarines can listen

for radar transmissions on their intercept receivers

and should be capable of receiving them well outside

radar detection range. A submarine is thus actually

alerted by the hunter's use of radar and often has

plenty of time to dive before the transmitting
ship or aircraft gets anywhere near detection range. j

Direction finders and electronic warfare depend'upon transmissions of some

type from the submarine itself. If Soviet submarine commanders observe

strict radio, radar and sonar security, they may well have a considerable

degree of safety from detection and attack.

Submarines may also be detected through the changes that they

generate in the Earth's magnetic field. A device used for this type

of detection is known as the magnetic anomaly detector (MAD).

It is a magnetometer, fitted at the end of a long

boom at the tail of the aircraft, and it detects minute

changes in the earth's magnetic field. The large

mass of metal of a submarine (even submerged) will

cause some slight change in the magnetic field

and MAD can detect this, ... the range of detection
is small. 2/

Similarly, infra-red (IR) detectors may establish the presence of a

submarine by the warmer waters that the submarine's operations have heated.

Passive sonars (i.e., those which are only used in a listening mode)

may be fixed to the ocean floor. According to Captain McGrath,

"because of the understandably sensitive nature of any information on

such systems, discussion must be severely limited."

/ Marriott', John. Op. cit., p. 53.
2_/ Ibid., pp. 52-53.
3/ McGrath. Thomas D. Op. cit., p. 52.
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Despite the high classification attached to these programs some basic facts

have emerged. Commander Booda has noted that:

the Navy can admit only that "sensor barriers" are in

existence. This means that there are other means, on

the bottom and in midwater, for detecting submarines.
Earliest of these systems, dating back to the early
1950's, are Caesar/SOSUS. l/

There are a number of other detection systems, but these are so

closely allied to the destruction of enemy submarines that they are best

considered under the following section.

B. Destroying Enemy Submarines

Basically, it is American ASW doctrine to attack enemy

submarines with a combination of ships, aircraft, and submarines called

ASW teams. Although Captain Carrison suggests that the first true ASW

team ("a team of types, none of which can provide the answer alone, but

which banded together, formed an unbeatable team") grew out of the

addition of the nuclear-powered attack submarine to the ASW force.

ASW teams of one form or another have existed since World War II. Indeed,

it was the combination of destroyers. and escort carriers in "hunter-

killer" teams which sank numerous German submarines during the war.

/ Booda, Larry L. Op. cit., p. 30. Marriott notes simply that "the
United States are known to have two projects, Caesar and Colossus,

which consist of a number of passive sea-bed sonars, and a development
project called Trident for an active system.".Op. cit., p. 53.

2/ Carrison, Daniel J. Op. cit., p. 23. Submarines have destroyed

other submarines in past wars. HMS Venturer sank U-864 during
World War II while both were submerged. However,.Carrison is

correct in stating that submarines were not a part of thd ASW team

during that period.
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The weapons used to destroy submarines are varied. They include

both the weapons themselves and the means of delivering 
them. Some of

the major ones are homing torpedos, depth charges (now largely obsolete),

depth bombs, contact explosives (e. g., ASW mortars, ASROC (anti-submarine

rocket) and SUBROC (submarine-launched rocket). Of these, the torpedo

is evidently the major weapon.

The torpedo is becoming the major weapon for both

submarine and anti-submarine forces. With the exception

of nuclear weapons, ... , anti-submarine defense is con-

centrated -in the latest version of homing torpedo.
This is best represented in the Mk. 46, which travels

faster and as deep as the most advanced submarine....

The destroyer's ASROC carries the Mark 46 torpedo

to standoff ranges and launches it in the proximity

of the target submarine. l_

Torpedos are also delivered by submarine and aircraft. The most

modern nuclear submarines are capable of launching torpedos via the

above-mentioned SUBROC, which gives them a much greater range of fire.

However, all submarines are capable of launching torpedos directly from

their tubes without the use of an intermediary launching device.

Since World War II aircraft have been an important element of ASW.

Whether land- or carrier-based, ASW aircraft have provided capabilities

that would not otherwise be available in hunting submarines. Some of these

capabilities are wide search areas, fast time to target, and a significant

element of surprise.

-_/ Ibid.

r-- 1
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Carrison has noted that

the immunity of aircraft to attack from modern submarines
makes it a very attractive option in the ASW inventory.
Fixed wing aircraft are great area surveyors, and can

cover a large expanse of water in a short time. In

the early days, the aircraft's best sub detector was

the human eye, but now it has high resolution radar,
active and passive sonobuoys, MAD, electronic

countermeasures, chemical "sniffers" (i.e., equipment

which analyzes the air to determine if diesel fuel

has been burned) and thermal sensors (which measure

any radical change in the water temperature caused by

the presence of a nuclear power plant). Perhaps

the greatest recent advance in air ASW has been

the installation of a sophisticated avionics suit
to tie available sensors into a single effective
system.- l

It is current practice to coordinate the information provided by the various

sensors through a single computerized system. When the data have been

collected, the ASW commander can have at his fingertips enough information

to mount an attack with a reasonable chance of success.

Computerization operates on two levels. They are: (1) detecting

and destroying enemy submarines as described above and (2) avoiding

detection of convoys in time of war by submarines known to be operating

in the area.

Admiral Gallery has noted that

oceanography is playing a more important role in ASW
through the ASWEPS program now in the (U.S.) fleet.
This Anti-Submarine Warfare Environmental Prediction

System gives the planners a convoy routing and

late information that can assist in search by

predicted sonar ranges and other elements vital
to solution of the ASW problem. 2/

I/ Ibid., p. 22.

2/ Gallery. Op. cit., p. 26.
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In order to coordinate ASW search and destroy functions, the Navy

has developed A-NEW. A-NEW is an airborne system now integrated into

the P-3C ASW aircraft and soon to be integrated in a miniaturized

version into the S-3A ASW aircraft.

Looking toward the future, a number of basic programs might be

considered to meet the challenge posed by nuclear-powered submarines.

Gallery suggests that major improvements might, be considered in the

following areas : (1) an improvement on the DASH (Drone Antisubmarine

Helicopter) system, (2) increase in torpedo speed so as to reduce the

possibility of submarine escape through evasive tactics, and (3)

improvements in underwater communications. This last item includes the

entire spectrum from underwater voice communications to underwater

IFF (Identification, Friend or Foe).

_/ Unlike other programs, "A-NEW" is not an acronym. Evidently someone
remarked that there was great need for " a new program" in airborne
ASW; thus A-NEW was hatched. It will be discussed at some length
under the P-3C section.

_/ Gallery, Op. cit., pp. 26-27.
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II. P-3C Land-Based ASW Patrol Aircraft

A. Description

The P-3C Orion is the Navy's primary land-based aircraft

for ASW patrols. Basically, it is a military version of the Lockheed

Electra, a four-engine, turboprop aircraft. The P-3 is a follow-on

to the P-2(V) Neptune. According to Commander Booda:

In selling the idea of using the Electra' to the Navy
in 1958 and 1959, Lockheed emphasized that here was an
already designed airframe; as a turboprop (Allison T-56)
it was fast enough to go places in a hurry at almost

pure jet speed; had endurance; and, above all, was
commodious enough to hold the complex equipment and
provide for crew comfort.

Thus the stretched Electra became the P-3 series

of long range ASW aircraft. j

Major elements of the Orion system include:

a. armament: "as for weapons, the P-3C can kill with conventional depth

charges, rockets, mines, torpedoes and Lulu nuclear depth charges.?"

b. endurance : "a typical patrol might be 7 to 12 hours long. By

featheritig two of the aircraft's engines, this can be extended to 17 hours."

c. detection devices: "To carry out its basic mission--detect, localize,

cn3assify, identify--the P-3C Orion carries the following systems. For

surfaced targets, including periscopes, it carries radar and low-

light-level television (LLTV). For submerged targets, it carries

a variety of sonobouys for deployment in various search modes--such

as Codar, Lofar, Difar, Julie, etc., and MAD (magnetic anomaly detection).?

L/ Booda, Larry L. P-3C Orion Flies Navy's A-NEW Defense System.
Undersea Technology, November, 1968, p. 67.

2/ Ibid., p. 69
Hull, E. W. S. New Dimensions in ASW. Ordnance, Feb., 1969, p. 405.

/J Ibid., p. 405.
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Admiral Gallery noted that one of the major needs in the area of

ASW development was improvement in airborne search capability. He

said that :

Some means of enabling ASW planes to search for and

detect submerged submarines (must be developed).
We must capitalize on the planes speed that gives it wide

search capability but no way of actually covering

the area as far as submerged submarines are concerned. 1/

Gallery meant that search for submarines cannot be conducted in

in the way that surface search can (e.g., by radar scan). However, the

beginning of a solution to this problem may appear in the ability of

the aircraft to maintain constantly updated information on subsurface

ocean conditions. Hull stated that "expendable bathythermographs,

which telemeter their data back to the aircraft, giving temperature

information continuously to a depth of 900 feet" are carried by the

P-3C. While this is not the complete answer, it should provide

information &bout changing ocean, conditions which will assist toward

a solution of the undersea search problem.

The P-3C differs from its immediate antecedents (P-3A/B) primarily

because of the inclusion of the A-NEW system. "While A-NEW is frequently

used to describe the new avionics system going aboard the P-3Cs, the

term was coined to describe new systems integration efforts that

involved both personnel and equipment." Commander Booda described

Gallery. Op. cit., p. 27. (emphasis in the original).
Hull. Op. cit., p. 405.
Secondary Missions and Requirements Reduce ASW Training Opportunities.

Undersea Technology, November, 1969, p. 48.

F
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the system:

Heart of the A-NEW system is a computer, the Univac

ASQ-114. It is miniaturized, digital and general
purpose. It contains memory units (65,000-30 bit
words) and is housed in a cabinet 1.5 ft. wide,
1.5 ft. deep and 4 ft. high. It also includes four
input-output groups each with four channels for a total
of 16 channels. It can accept information from manually
dictated or sensor input sources such as two different
kinds of sonobuoys, radar, MAD, LLTV and ELINT
(electronic intelligence). 1/

The system enables the ASW operators to concentrate on the basic

mission. "In the P-3A and the slightly upgraded P-3B the crew spent

85 percent of its time handling and processing data, while 15 percent

was spent on tactics." Through the use of A-NEW, the tactical

coordinator (TACCO) has an ongoing means of control over the tactical

problem withour being saddled with technical delays and difficulties.

The aircraft commander (i.e., the pilot), however, has operational

command of the aircraft and has final authority over the activation

of any of the weapons systems.

B. Legislative Background

. As has been noted above, it was the installation of

advanced electronic equipment which made the P-3C radically different

from predecessor Orions. As a result, Congressional interest was

restricted to problems associated with the procurement and operation

of this especially new equipment, the A-NEW system. Vice Admiral

l_/ Booda. Op. cit., pp. 64-65.
2' Ibid., pp. 67-68.

rM,
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Connolly, Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Air), was asked on

January 29, 1969:

Mr. Sikes. Has the Navy decided to reduce the
specifications for the A-NEW avionics system in
order to qualify the P-3C aircraft?
Admiral Connally. No; nor is any production
planned. In fact, in certain areas, to insure
equipment compatibility, specifications have
been made more rigorous. Hardware and software
integration of the A-NEW system has been uniform
and enjoying outstanding success. j

The following year, Admiral Connolly told the same coittee that

the introduction of new avionics had tremendously improved ASW

capability. He noted that the Orion's

superior capabilities have generated much enthusiasm
on the parts of pilots and fleet commanders. The
major increase in effectiveness comes from new
ASW avionics that utilize computerized displays of
collected sensor intelligence. Sensors are passive
and active acoustics, radar, electronics counter-
measures receivers, magnetic detection, and low
light level television. 2/

Also of great interest to Congress has been the DIFAR program.

DIFAR is a passive sonobouy program that is the follow-on to the

Jezebel system. According to Commander Booda:

Standard detection source for aircraft since late in
World War II has been the air droppable sonobuoy.
Most recent of the series have been the AQA-5 Jezebel
passive buoy and the Julie active buoy. Principal
drawbacks with the Jezebel has been the necessity of
dropping a whole string of them, then analyzing their

1/ U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Appropriations. Department
of Defense Appropriations for 1970. 91st Congress, 1st session.
Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1969. Part 3, p. 423.
Hereafter referred to as Department of Defense Appropriations for 1970
(House).

2/ U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Appropriations. Department
of Defense Appropriations for 1971. 91st Congress, 2nd session.
Washington, U.S. Govt. Print Off., 1970. Part 5, p. 226.
Hereafter referred to as Department of Defense Appropriations
for 1971 (House).
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returns on board the aircraft. The system works but
it is complex.

Biggest breakthrough in passive sonobuoy technology
has been the AQA-7 DIFAR. This approach to underwater
listening involves directional sensing. Thus fewer
buoys need to be dropped. Less data processing is
required on board the aircraft. But, as with other
sophisticated systems, they will cost much more.

According to Admiral Connolly:

DIFAR was not planned for inclusion in the P-3C.
The AQA-5 Jezebel system was originally planned for
utilization as the P-3C acoustic sensor equipment
for submarine detection. Fleet reports indicated
that one of the most serious problems encountered
in airborne ASW was the of the
submarine target after initial detection had been
accomplished. The DIFAR sonobuoy system,
with its eliminates this problem and

provides a significant increase in the ASW
capability of the fleet. 2/

Starting in 1970, DIFAR was installed in P-3C aircraft on the assembly

line. Prior to that, it was installed at the Naval Air Test Center,

Patuxent River, Maryland. Ultimately, "each aircraft will be equipped

with two AQA-7 DIFAR sets."

Booda, Larry L. Barrier Concept Complements Mobile Systems in ASW.
Undersea Technology, November, 1968, p. 46.

2/ Department of Defense Appropriations for 1971 (House), p. 316.
The areas of Admiral Connolly's testimony that were deleted for
security reasons may possibly refer to the directional sensing
capability of DIFAR.

3/ Ibid.
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C. Cost History

According to the Defense Market Survey, the P-3A/B cost

about $4.6 million each, including the avionics package. The cost of

the P-3C was estimated by that organization to be between $9 and $14

million. Commander Booda notes that

some idea of the proportion in terms of what is

needed in detection and destroying submarines can be

gained from costs--$1.7 million for the airframe
and $5.3 million for the A-NEW avionics package. ./

Funding for procurement of P-3C has taken the following form:

FY 71 $168.6 for 12 aircraft
70 222.1 for 23 aircraft
69 260.7 for 23 aircraft
68 155.0 for 24 aircraft J

During the Fiscal Year 1971 hearing, Appropriations Committee

Chairman Mahon asked about rising cost estimates, for the P-3C.

The Navy provided the following answer :

The latest cost estimate for the P-3C program is
$2,552.8 million, an increase of $1,258.6 million
above the original cost estimate of $1,294.2 million.

1/ D.M.S. Market Intelligence Report. Lockheed P-3 Orion,
January, 1971, p. 1.

2/ Booda. Op. cit., p. 64. These cost are above and beyond regular
expenditures for the Orion.

3/ D.M.S. Op. cit., p. 1. Evidently, this does not include research,
development, test and evaluation (RDT&E) costs. Since the
development of A-NEW was an in-house Navy project, an exact
figure (e.g. one that would appear on a contract) is not
available. However, the RDT&E cost of A-NEW is estimated at
about $20 million.
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The original estimate was based on a total

procurement of 104 aircraft orer a 4-year period--
fiscal year 1968 through fiscal year 1971.
This program was later increased by ----aircraft

to the current total of ---- to support a planned
.force of ---- P-3 (all models) squadrons to stay abreast
of the increasing Soviet submarine threat. _/

The current estimate of the Government Accounting Office is quite

close to that of the Navy. According to GAO, the total cost of the

P-3C program is estimated to be $2,551.0 million.

The cost of the DIFAR program is not included in the P-3C program.

According to GAO, DIFAR procurement will cost an estimated $558 million.

D. Pros and Cons Concerning Procurement of the System

Patrol aircraft have been a major ASW weapon since

World War II. According to Hull:

the first mission of the ASW patrol plane in wartime
is to find and kill enemy submarines. In peacetime,
it is almost the same--to find, track, and be ready
to kill enemy submarines, should the flag go up.
Inherent in the patrol plane's ASW mission is to keep
enemy submarine skippers nervous, down deep, and as

far from our coasts and major shipping lanes as possible.
This indirect mission may be as important as the direct

mission of actual destruction. 5/

1/ Department of Defense Appropriations for 1971 (House),
Part 5, p. 316. Elsewhere, this same document notes that the
selected acquisition report of December 31, 1969, bases its unit
cost on a projected buy of 192 aircraft.

2/ Government Accounting Office. The Acquisition of Major Weapons t

Systems, March 18, 1971, p. 81.
2/ This may be the case because DIFAR is being retrofitted into P-3A/B

aircraft now in the fleet.
J Government Accounting Office. Op. cit., p. 81.

Hull. Op. cit., p. 405. It should be noted that during World War II,

it was usually sufficient to keep a submarine "down deep" in order

to render it ineffective and (eventually) inoperable. With nuclear-
powered submarines merely forcing the enemy to stay deep will

probably not be sufficient.

- -- - _
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Supporters of the P-3C program believe that it has given new life

to patrol craft ASW.

Less than five years ago, the statistical evidence weighed

heavily against the P-3's performance as an ASW platform.

Navy figures based on operational exercises conducted

with all P-3 squadrons indicated that the plane's chances

of-a submarine "kill" were minimal.
The outlook for patrol plane ASW was anything but

good at that time, (Commander Roy) Snyder noted, "so we

started looking around for things we could do with
existing resources." j

The basic problem was identified as the inability of the crew to utilize

all the information that was being supplied. "We kept adding

capabilities to the aircraft and very little thought was being given

to the integration of these capabilities.?" The solution was the above-

described A-NEW system:

It will, of course, be some time before all of the

older aircraft are phased out by the P-3C's. Meanwhile,

the A-NEW approach that led to development of the

avionics equipment for the plane is constantly

stressed in training the crews aboard the older

planes, which are still in the vast majority.

The effectiveness of this approach is reflected

in the results. For example, one squadron of P-3B's

with highly competent crews achieved "kills" on

20-40 percent of the opportunities during exercises

with U.S. attack submarines in the Atlantic. While this

performance is probably far higher than the norm for most

operational squadrons, it does indicate that the approach

has helped to make the land-based aircraft a far more

effective ASW platform than it was a few years ago.

1/ Secondary Missions and Requirements Reduce ASW Training Opportunities.

Op. cit., p. 48.
2_/ Ibid.

- e i . I 11
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In the age of ballistic- and cruise-missile firing submarines, the

ASW patrol airplane may have a new function.

An effective anti-submarine defense for the nation's

coastal areas, or the lack of it, can have far-reaching
ramifications. Strategic Air Command, concerned with

Soviet sea-launched ballistic missiles (SLMs), is again
taking steps to remove more B-52 bombers into the

central and north central states. There the bombers

will have a few more minutes' warning of an SLBM attack.

Each minute of warning time gained allows SAC to launch

four more bombers from each base. 1/

As noted above, studies are underway to determine means of detecting

SLM-firing submarines and destroying them before they can attack

American targets. However, the ASW problem today is primarily tactical.

There has been surprisingly little argument over the various merits

and shortcomings of land-based ASW patrol aircraft. Those who argue against

the P-3C question its capabilities when compared to the attack submarine.

The Members of Congress for Peace through Law (MCPL), a group of Senators

and House Members interested in defense spending and military procurement,

has stated that "our attack submarines (SSNs) provide greater

protection against enemy submarines than either the P-3C or the S-3A"

If the U.S. had enough attack submarines to provide both reconnaissance

and kill capabilities, this argument would be more presuasive. For

reconnaissance purposes, the airborne ASW platform can provide area

coverage to a degree that a submarine simply cannot match. This

suggests that both aircraft and submarines are needed to provide an

adequate defense. Supporters of the P-3C, as noted throughout this

report, have raised a number of points in support of the aircraft. To

recapitulate, they are: (1) long endurance, (2) excellent electronics

capability, (3) large supply of ordnance, and (4) relatively low cost.

1/ Weiss, George. Strategic Deterrent Affected by ASW. Armed Forces
Journal. May 3, 1971, p. 27.

2/ MCPL. Report on Military Spending, July 9, 1970, p. 1.

II
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III. S-3A Carrier-Based ASW Patrol Aircraft

A. Description

The S-3A (formerly the VSX) is a twin-jet, carrier-based

ASW aircraft. It has the mission of submarine detection, monitoring and,

in time of war, destruction. The S-3A is the proposed follow-on to

- the S-2, Tracker, the current carrier-based ASW,aircraft 
in the fleet.

According to Admiral Caldwell, Navy's Director of ASW programs, "the

present S-2 ASW aircraft doesn't have enough range and loiter time to

perform" many of the tasks required of it. "The S-3 will have the range,
1/

speed and loiter capability," According to Jane's"All the World's Aircraft,"

1970-71, the range of the S-3A is 3,000 nautical miles (nm) compared to

1,128 for the older S-2, and their maximum speeds at sea level are

"over 430 knots" and "over 230 knots" respectively.

Testifying in early 1970 before the Senate Appropriations Committee,

Assistant Secretary of the Navy Robert A. Frosch stated that

the S-3A aircraft will be capable of solving the airborne

ASW tactical problem with an onboard computer. Inputs

to the computer will be supplied by newly developed

sensors (deleted). Additionally, the S-3A compared to

the S-2 has the range, speed and endurance to greatly

increase the area of ASW coverage with these improved

sensors. 2

_ Andrews, Walter. Op. cit., p. 17.

2/ U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Appropriations. Department of

Defense Appropriations for 1971. 91st Congress, 2nd session.

Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1970. Part 3, p. 962.

Hereafter referred to as Department of Defense Appropriations 
for

1971 (Senate).
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According to Jane's, the S-3A

will have a crew of four, comprising a pilot, co-pilot,

tactical operator (Tacco) and acoustic sensor operator

(Senso). The pilot will maintain command of the aircraft,

while the Tacco formulates strategy and instructs the

pilots on the necessary maneuvers for a successful submarine

attack. In addition to flying duties, the co-pilot will

be-responsible for the non-acoustic sensors (such as radar

and infra-red) and navigation; the Senso will control

the acoustic sensors.

In testimony before the House Appropriations Committee, Vice Admiral

Connolly, Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Air), described the S-3A in

the following terms :

It is being designed as a carrier based system to meet

the Soviet threat posed by ---- nuclear submarines in

the 1975-85 time frame. Design of the system is a
culmination of 8 years of study and development and will

represent a major advancement in antisubmarine warfare

technology.
The aircraft design is straightforward, one that

will be powered by two newly developed TF-34 turbofan

engines. These engines are being developed for this

aircraft and will enable it to operate efficiently

from sea level to ---- feet. The fuel system is

optimized for carrier operations and support. 2/

The development of the engines represents a singular accomplishment.

ASW aircraft, to operate efficiently, must patrol at various altitudes

depending upon the particular requirements of the mission.

i_/ Jane's All The World's Aircraft (1971 edition), p. 376.
_2/ Department of Defense Appropriations for 1971 (House).

Part 5, p. 226. According to Jane's (Op. cit.), the service

ceiling of the aircraft is "above 35,000 feet."
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One of the special advantages of the new engine
is that altitude does not significantly affect fuel
consumption. This means the plane can get up high to
monitor a large field of buoys or go down low on the
deck without suffering any unusual fuel penalties. /

Like its antecedent S-2, the S-3A will have a number of attack

systems in its arsenal. "Split bomb-bays and underwing pylons will

carry torpedoes, depth charges, missiles, mines, rockets or special

weapons."

The S-3A will carry sensors substantially the same as those carried

by the land-based P-3C.

The S-3A will use essentially the same suite of ASW
weapons and sensors as the P-3C. However, it won't
be able to carry as many sonobuoys and torpedoes as the
larger plane.

Sonobuoy tubes canted slightly to the rear are
located in the belly of the plane. Both the passive
DIFAR sonobuoys and the active CASS (Command Active
Sonobuoy System) are planned for the S-3A. The CASS
buoys, which are omnidirectional, can be controlled
from the aircraft. I/

The Senate Appropriations Committee has described the avionics

capability of the S-3A in the following terms:

Its avionics.--systems include advanced acoustic data
processing, the command active sonobuoy system, high
resolution ASW radar, a forward looking infrared
(FLIR) detector, an improved magnetic anomaly detector
(MAD), and passive electronic counter measures (ECM)

/ Undersea Technology. November, 1969, p. 51
_/ Jane's All the World's Aircraft (1971), p. 376. "The Mk-46 torpedo

will be the principal weapon of the S-3A, which is also configured
to carry the Navy's current air-to-surface missile." Undersea
Technology. November, 1969, p. 51.

3/ Undersea Technology, November 1969, p. 51. The navy has under
development a DICASS (Directional Command Active. Sonobuoy System)
which will be incorporated into the S-3A. This device would appear
to be a combination of CASS and DIFAR.

_.. -
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equipment. Its doppler/inertial system will provide
accurate long-range and tactical navigation capability. l_

Like the P-3C, the S-3A will have the A-NEW system. D.M.S. notes that

the heart of the S-3Ats ASW capability will be its A-NEW

avionics system, which will allow the sensor operators

in the aircraft to select various types of computer-

evaluated information from the integrated system. 2/

This A-NEW, however, will not be identical with that of the P-3C. In

1969, Seabrook Hull stated :

As for the future, the Navy now hopes to shrink the

size and weight of the A-NEW system to fit into the
VSX (former designation of the S-3A)--the carrier-

based, fixed wing ASW patrol plane now under development--

and make it capable of being operated by only two people,

compared with the five (in addition to the plane's crew)
now needed to operate the A-NEW system. J

The Navy believed that the problem was not too serious. In testimony

before the House Appropriations Committee, Captain Baughman, S-3A

nJ project manager, told the Committee that essentially the Navy was giving

a 42,000 pound, 4-man airplane a capability just as
great as that of the P-3C, which is an approximately

125,000 pound, 8- or 10-man airplane. So, the risk

in the avionics, if any, is to reduce these things to

a package which can be put together and integrated
into a system which will go into this size airplane.
It is not calling for any breakthroughs beyond what we
have already done. J

L/ U. S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Appropriations. Department of

Defense Appropriations Bill, 1971. Report No.91-1392, Dec. 3, 1970.

p. 31. Basically, this is a reiteration of Admiral Connolly's
testimony before the Committee.

2/ D.M.S. Market Intelligence Report. Lockheed S-3A. April 1971, p. 3.
Hull. Op. cit., p. 407.

4/ Department of Defense Appropriations for 1971 (House). Part 5, p. 329.

I"'...,.

i
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B. Legislative Background

Generally speaking, the. S-3A has received strong support

in Congress. Critics of the system usually expressed their opposition in

terms of carrier-based ASW in general. For example, Senator Proxmire

has stated that "ASW carriers, never effective in locating or destroying
1/

a modern submarine, should be abandoned. " Othjer opponents expressed

distaste for the fact that the contract for the development and

production of the S-3A was awarded to the Lockheed Corporation. For

example, the Members of Congress for Peace through Law (MCPL) argued that:

although the S-3A contract is written so as to avoid

cost overruns (a problem that has plagued a few
Lockheed programs), it is curious that the ceiling for
the program jumped from $2 billion, a figure mentioned
repeatedly up to August 1 (1969), to $3.2 billion on the
date the contract was awarded to Lockheed. Since it
is also the prime contractor for the P-3C Orion, the
S-3A contract gives a monopoly of ASW aircraft to Lockheed. 2/

The MCPL states that:

Secretaries McNamara and Clifford, and the major Pentagon
document on Anti-Submarine Warfare, recommended that the
S-3A not be procured. There has been no new evidence

suggesting that their recommendations were wrong or no

longer apply. 2/
Evidently, Secretary McNamara was satisfied that the VSX was worth

pursuing. The following year he announced that "the VSX, whose

l/ Proxmire, William. Report From Wasteland. New York, Praeger, 1970, p.237 .
2/ MCPL. Op. cit., p. S-3A (3).

Ibid. p.5. It should be noted that MCPL mentioned the decision to go
ahead with development of the S-3A: "While the Navy won out and
Secretary McNamara ultimately gave the program its go ahead, he referred
to it as very 'marginal'." (Ibid.).

r1
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development was approved this year, will replace the S-2 and improve

our sea-based air ASW capability...." Secretary McNamara's observations

were echoed by his successor, Clark Clifford, who stated that:

The present CVS (ASW aircraft carrier) force, as we
have-pointed out in past years, is costly to operate
in relationship to its effectiveness, particularly
against the newer Soviet nuclear-powered submarines.
If the CVS force is to be retained through the 1970s
its capability to detect, locate anddestroy hostile
submarines must be considerably improved. It was for
this reason that we decided last year to go ahead with
the development of a new ASW aircraft, the VSX.... V

The "Pentagon document" to which the MCPL refers may relate to a

Draft Presidential Memorandum (DPM) prepared by the Office of the

Assistant Secretary of Defense for Systems Analysis (OASD/SA).

According to Dr. Frosch, the arguments developed by OASD/SA were "based

on very little understanding of antisubmarine warfare and a rather specious

set of concepts of how the basing and operations of ASW aircraft are

likely to take place in wartime. " In any event, "the final Record of

Decision for the 1967 DPM (noted supra) dated 12 January 1968 did not

reflect these same views and did recommend development of the VSX,

indicating that the Navy rebuttal was convincing to the Secretary of

Defense."

I/ Statement by Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara on .... the
1969 Defense Budget. p. 92.

2/ Statement by Secretary of Defense Clark M. Clifford on the ....
1970 Defense Budget. p. 94.

3/ Department of Defense Appropriations of 1971 (House).
Part 6, p. 453.

l/ Ibid., p. 452.

I
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During the debate on the Military Procurement Authorization bill

for Fiscal Year 1971 (H.R. 17123), Representative Pike (D-N.Y.)

introduced an amendment that would have limited expenditures on the S-3A

and three other military equipment programs under contract to the

Lockheed Corporation "until Congress has approved a settlement of the

fiscal differences between Lockheed Aircraft Corporation and the Department

of Defense". The amendment was rejected by. a division vote of 21-58,

but Mr. Pike's purpose was not to do away with the S-3A program but

rather to encourage a settlement between the Lockheed Corporation and

the Defense Department of a dispute concerning financial responsibility

2/

for certain military programs.

C. Cost History

During the Fiscal Year 1971 Defense Appropriations hearings,

Representative Slack (D-W. Va.) made the following s tatement :

Mr. Slack. According to the June 30, 1969, selected
acquisition report, the original estimated cost for the
S-3A program was $1,763,800,000---$474.8 million for
R.D.T. & E. and $1.3 hil lion for 154 aircraft.

As of June 30, 1969, the S-3A program cost had
increased to $2,891,100,000--$616.2 million for R.D.T. & E.
and $2,274,900,000 for 193 aircraft. /

According to the Government Accounting Office (GAO), the estimated

cost (as of June 30, 1970) for the S-3A program was $2,933,800,000

($15.2 million per aircraft), an increase of $42.7 million. GAO also

_/ Congressional Record. April 30, 1970, p. H3746.
2./ Ibid.

3/ Department of Defense Appropriations for 1971 (House). Part 5, p. 324.
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noted additional procurement costs of $20.6 million.

To avoid the dangers of cost overruns such as those that plagued

the C-5A program, the S-3A contract required a number of 'milestones'

to be reached before further progress payments could be made.

Dr.Frosch. The contract is a fixed price incentive-type
contract in which the incentive is on cost only. There
is a sequence of production options Following after a
development. There is a clause in the contract which
allows us to delay the initiation of production lots
if it is necessary to do so. We are obligated only
to start a production lot with a delay of anything up
to a year allowed until, certain milestones in the
development program bave been passed. These include,
for one lot, the actual operation of a complete operating
setup of the electronics; for another lot, it is the
actual flying of an aircraft with the complete system
in it. The lots each have a ceiling price which cannot
be exceeded at the time the individual production lot is
to be negotiated. There will be a negotiation for what
the actual ceiling for that lot will be, but the actual
ceiling in all cases must be lower than the ceiling now
stated in the contract. 2/

The development milestones are as follows: (1) laboratory demonstration

of integrated avionics system, (2) first flight, (3) Navy preliminary

evaluation (phase II), (4) flying test bed avionics assessment, and

(5) delivery of aircraft for Board of Inspection and Survey trials.

1/ GAO. Op. cit., p. Si.
2_/ Department of Defense Appropriations for 1970 (House). Part 4, p. 195.
3/ Department of Defense Appropriations for 1971 (House). Part 6, p. 455.
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Noting that "an absolute ceiling on the program has been set at

$3.2 billion, " the D.M.S. Market Intelligence Report states that:

the contract includes six option lots, the first of which

is an extension of the R & D effort and calls for the
construction of six prototypes. Lot two covers additional
test aircraft and trainers. Then there are four production
lots totaling 193 aircraft, with each lot keyed to
an option date of October 1 of each from 1972 through
1975. The option date can be slipped up to six months,
if necessary, to meet a required milestone. Full
exercise of all options will result in a total buy
of 199 aircraft. _/

D. Pros and Cons Concerning Procurement of the System

The arguments in support and in opposition to the S-3A

system have usually concentrated on the strengths and weaknesses of

carrier-borne ASW in general rather than on the specific aircraft,

although the S-3A has been criticized as costly and inefficient. Thus,

opponents of the S-3A have concentrated on the alleged weaknesses of

systems with which the S-3A must function while conducting ASW. Both

of these general areas will be examined below.

It has been argued that other elements of the American ASW force

can be used in place of the S-3A. In its critique of defense spending,

MCPL stated that :

the S-3A is redundant and expensive. The mission
it is assigned can be carried out more efficiently and
more cheaply by other elements of our ASW forces
such as the P-3C and attack submarines. 2/

i/ D.M.S. Op. cit., p. S-3A(l).
-2/ MCPL. Op. cit., p. S-3A(5).
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Likewise, a report from the Department of the Navy to the House

Appropriations Committee outlined objections to the S-3A that had

been generated by OASD/SA (noted supra). Among these objections was

the following:

Land-based air ASW forces meet our requirements
(i.e., meet the threat) at a lower cost compared
to i1ne cost and capability of the CVS (ASW
aircraft carrier) /VSX. J_

On the other hand, Admiral Connolly has'testified that the S-3A

can perform tasks that might be beyond the capabilities of the P-3C.

Mr. Slack. Where will the S-3A aircraft patrol
that the P-3 aircraft cannot patrol?
Admiral Connolly. We have done a lot of study of
that. There are lots of water areas of the world
that we cannot reach with the P-3's, especially if
there is a denial of overseas airbases. If for any
reason of state, any diplomatic reason, we cannot
use some of the bases around the Mediterranean or the

, or if for any reason we could not use
or if things change out in the Pacific and we are not
operating out of or not operating out of ,
then there become very vast ocean areas that we
cannot reach. 2_

Likewise, Dr.Frosch stated that:

The analyses that the Navy has done show two things:
One, there are a fairly large portion of the oceans of
the world which are near places where we do not have
any ASW land-based aircraft bases at all, on foreign
territory or otherwise. So that the P-3 simply
could not get to them to do their job. Even in the
North Atlantic and the North Pacific, total reliance on
land-based ASW aircraft leaves us terribly vulnerable
to inability to do ASW, were we to be denied the use
of some of our bases. 2/

l_/ Department of Defense Appropriations for 1971 (House). Part 6, p. 450.
2/ Ibid. Part 5, p. 326.
J/ Ibid. Part 6, p. 452.
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Opponents of the S-3A have argued that despite the fact that land-

based aircraft cannot cover all of the-ocean surface they can "cover

80 percent ... , and cargoes and naval forces in need of protection by

such aircraft can be routed to areas where such coverage is available."

This argument,- however, presumes that basing for the P-3C outside the

United States will not be denied. While the United States may not have

lost any bases upon which these aircraft were regularly based, the fact

remains that base facilities have been denied in a number of countries.

It was perhaps with this in mind that Dr.Frosch remarked "the assertion

that if we lose the bases in some of these places, why then we would

not engage in ASW in that area,.... is tantamount to saying that if

for some reason some of the countries in the North Atlantic did not

want to help us while we were engaged in a war with somebody else, then

we would not back up the rest of our allies."

With reference to costs, it has been argued that:

S-3A and related investment-and operating costs are

so high that it would be 50 to 100 per cent more
expensive to provide equal area search capability
using the S-3A than by using additional copies of

the P-3C.... 4/

1/ MCPL. Op. cit., p. 8-.3A(1).
2/ Major overseas base closing, are listed in Department of -Defense

Appropriations for 1971 (House). Part 5, pp. 326-327.
2/ Ibid. Part 6, p. 452.
1,/ MCPL. Op. cit., p. S-3A(1).

r~1
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This assessment is based on the relatively high costs of procuring and

operating the combination of S-3A planes, carriers, and escort vessels.

This 'cost effectiveness' argument was also presented to the Secretary

of Defense by QASD/SA among its objections to sea-based ASW. "We

should consider retiring the ASW carriers as our land-based force

- 1/
levels are reached. Such action would result in large cost savings."

However, as indicated above, Secretary McNamara supported development

of the S-3A despite these objections.

Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird argued that the trade-offs

between cost and added capability were in favor of the S-3A.

The present ASW Carrier (CVS) force, as has been
pointed out in past years, is costly to operate in
relation to its current overall effectiveness. It does,
however, possess certain unique ASW capabilities and
potential. But, if we desire to have a CVS force
that can be effective against the qualitatively
improving threat through the 1970s, its capability to
detect, locate, and destroy hostile submarines must
be considerably improved. It is for this reason that
we propose to go ahead with the development of a new
carrier-based ASW aircraft, the S-3A (formerly VSX).

Contributing to the arguments against sea-based ASW aircraft has been

the D.O.D. action in reducing the number of CVS's in the active fleet.

MCPL argued that :

Reducing the number of ASW carriers.... from 9 to 4,
is a tacit admission that these carriers and their
aircraft are not essential to counter the growing
Soviet submarine threat. J

l_/ Department of Defense Appropriations for 1971 (House). Part 6, p. 452.
22/ Statement of Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird ... on the

Fiscal Year 1971 Defense Program and Budget, p. 143.
MCPL. Op. cit., p. S-3A(l).

I A J
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However, Admiral Caldwell, Director of ASW Programs, contends that

to the extent that ASW carriers are ineffective, it is because of

21
obsolete ASW aircraft.

Whether the decision to reduce the number of CVS's was taken

strictly because of budget restraints rather than because of a belief

in the inefficacy of the CVS and its associated air group is probably

beside the point. In any case Secretary Laird noted that

the CVS force planned a year ago included six ships
and five air groups. As a result of the urgent need

to reduce expenditures, we decided last summer to cut

the force to four ships and four air groups by the end

of FY 1970 and maintain that level through FY 1971.
Beyond that point our requirements are under study.
However, we are retaining the option to adjust the CVS
force to whatever level may be required in the future. 2/

Apart from cost-effectiveness considerations, the principal basis

for objection to sea-based ASW is the alleged weakness of the associated

operating units. The most important of these is the CVS itself--

a ship that many consider the wreak link in the ASW chain because

sinking or severely disabling the carrier would render its associated

aircraft inoperable. Supporters of the S-3A note, however, that the

carrier's aircraft provide significant protection to the carrier in

2/
addition to hunting for submarines. Such protection must include

defense against sub-launched missiles as well as torpedoes and for this

reason the longer-range, faster S-3A is needed to replace the older S-2.

21 Nihart, Brooke. Anti-submarine Warfare: We'd Lose a Lot of Ships.
Armed Forces Journal, May 23, 1970, p. 27.

_/ Laird. Op. cit., p. 143.

2/ The CVS thus parallels the CVA (attack carrier), whose aircraft
provide both the primary strike force and the first line of
defense for the carrier.
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Recently, a new concept in carrier operations 
has been proposed.

All carriers would be designated CV. They would all carry a complement

of ASW aircraft and strike aircraft (such as the A-4, F-4, F-8, etc.).

The "mix" of strike and ASW aircraft would be 
optimized to meet the

individual carrier's capability and the requirements 
of a particular

operation. It is reasonable to assume that the S-3A would play 
a

major role in the ASW aspect of this concept.,

Opponents of the S-3A raise doubts over the effectiveness 
of the

sensor system. MCPL quotes a "recent Congressional Study" to the

effect that:

in order for the sensor system to be effective, the

aircraft's ability to navigate with respect to the

sonobuoys ... must be improved. The most difficult

part of the ASW mission is fixing the aircraft's

position relative to the sonobucys, which drift with

the winds. Without this capability, the range and

directional data between the submarine and the

sonobuoy is useless. l_

On the other hand, Navy spokesmen have argued that the sensor capability

of the S-3A will be quite adequate.

Mr. Wyman. Its (the S-3A) sensor equipment will

exceed greatly anything now in the state of the art;

is that right?

Dr. Frosch. Yes. The key thing about it is that it

uses the information from the sensors in a much more

systematic and useful way, so that it gives much better

analysis of the data coming back from the sensors and

presents the information to the crew in the aircraft

in a way that makes it much easier for them to use,

so that they can draw conclusions more rapidly and

follow up attacks more rapidly and more efficiently. 2/

j MCPL. Op. cit., p. S-3A(5).

2/ Department of Defense Appropriations for 1971 (House). Part 6,

p. 452-453.

.... :.. ...... _., r..... _..
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IV. DD-963 (Spruance) Class Destroyer

A. Description

'The DD-963 (Spruance) class destroyers are designed as the

follow-on ships to replace the ageing destroyers now in the fleet. In

the words of-a report of the House Armed Services Committee:

the Navy is undertaking the construction of a new fleet

of destroyers under the DX program--now known as DD-963.

Of the 268 destroyer types in the active fleet, 168
were designed in the 1930's and built in the early

1940's.... The retirement of 76 ships was recently
announced.... There is also one further benefit to

be derived from the new ships. This is oQi of the
first classes to be designed by the contractors
rather than the Navy. This permits the contractors

to incorporate into the designs those features which

will make construction of the ships easier and cheaper. ;/

According to Jane's"Fighting Ships "(1969 edition), Spruance class

destroyers will displace 6,900 tons (full load) and have an overall length

of 550 feet. This will make them larger than some cruisers of early

twentieth century vintage.

The armament will be as follows:

a. missiles: the Basic Point Defense Missile System (BPDMS), otherwise

known as Sea Sparrow. This is designed for the protection of the ship

itself rather than providing area protection (which would require a

longer-range missile).

1/ U.S. Congress. House. Armed Services Committee. Report No. 91-522,

Sept. 26, 1969, p. 53.
2./ Since these missiles are defensive, rather than offensive, the ship

will not be designated "DDG" (guided missile destroyer). Sea
Sparrow does not represent the main armament of the ship.

MrM.Ial.~..AM.
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b. guns: the Mark 45 5-inch/54-calibre dual-purpose (anti-surface and

anti-aircraft) guns and associated Mark 86 Gunfire Control System. It

is possible that Mark. 45 gun may be replaced by the more modern Mark 65

5-inch gun on later ships. The latter system is undergoing testing aboard

USS Norton Sound (AVM 1), a guided missile/naval gun test bed.

c. ASW: ASROC and (presumably) the Mark 48 (mod 1) torpedo. "The

DD-963 class is also expected to have ASWICS (ASW Integrated Combat

System), which will enable the automated direction of an ASW force in

1/
combat. "

d. aircraft: "... two or. more Light Airborne Multi-Purpose System

(LAMPS) helicopters." These helicopters will have the associated

a/
hangar deck built into the ship.

Spruance class destroyers will be powered by gas turbine propulsion

Since this type of propulsive system can only turn in one direction, the

ship will be fitted with controllable pitch propellors. This will

permit the direction of the spin of the propellors to be reversed in

order to slow the ship down. They will provide the necessary

maneuverability during docking procedures and ASW operations at sea.

1-'

j/ Armed Forces Journal, May 3, 1971, p. 27.
2/ D.M.S. Market Intelligence Report. Spruance Class, July 1970, p. 3.
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B. Legislative Background

In testimony before the .Senate Armed Services Committee on

January 27, 1967, Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara explained

the new concept of attempting a standard design for this class of ships.

Senator Jackson. You have requested $30 million to
provide for the development of a new concept for a future
destroyer.
Secretary McNamara. Yes sir; that i correct.
Senator Jackson. Could you just elaborate on that...?
Secretary McNamara. Yes, some would be associated with
the attack carrier force, but they would also play other
escort roles. The purpose is to attempt to standardize
on ship design instead of having a wide variety of design
in which almost every ship is unique, not only reduce

- our costs, but more important, to raise reliability.
The uniqueness of design carries with it a very

serious reliability penalty. We are seeking to overcome
that by standardizing design.

As I mentioned earlier, we are seeking also through
standardization of design to give a foundation for mass
production to our ship-building industry, so our yards
can be modernized. Those are the objectives. j

Secretary McNamara's testimony in support of a standard design was

seconded by Rear Admiral Nathan Sonenshein (Commander, Naval Ships

Systems Command) in testimony before the House Appropriations Committee

in April, 1970.

Admiral Sonenshein. I think we should remember that
in building standardized ships, as we plan to do, all
in series, we achieve two major advantages that operate
throughout the life of the ship. One is that the ship
being standard with all similar components we reduce
the cost of maintenance in our spare parts inventories
and the repair cost that go with that.

1/ U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Armed Services. Military
Procurement Authorizations for 1968. 90th Congress, 1st session.Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1967, p. 409. Hereafter
referred to as Military Procurement Authorizations for 1968 (Senate).
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Mr. Andrews. I can understand that.
Admiral Sonenshein. Second, by having standard ships,

we will reduce the training costs for our men and officers

who will operate these ships, so that when they go from

one to another, they will not have to be retrained.

They will be able to cross with minimum training expenses.

These will be advantages that will be paying off every
year for the life of the ship. _

In testimony before the House Armed Services Committee, Admiral Thomas

Moorer (then Chief of Naval Operations) described some of the benefits

that would accrue to the Navy through the use of a single source for

construction and procurement.

We have placed in one office, the DX/DXG program office,

the overall responsibility for these new ships, both

nuclear powered and conventional. Since the number

of ships we need is large, we are in a position to apply

new design, procurement, and management techniques

in the total ship acquisition program. We thereby
expect to minimize the investment and operating costs,

while increasing the reliability and effectiveness of the

new ships. The latter is particularly important since

we expect these new ships to serve the fleet into the

next century. 2/

_/ Department of Defense Appropriations for 1971 (House). Part 5, p. 547.
2/ U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Armed Services. Hearings on

Military Posture...1969. 90th Congress, 2nd session. Washington,
U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1968. p. 9280. Hereafter referred to as
Hearings on Military Posture.. .1969 (House). When Admiral Moorer
referred to "nuclear powered" ships, he. meant the California (DLGN 38)
class that was designated DXGN in 1968 and was considered part of the
general DX program.

" 5
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Although there was substantial opposition in the House to building

the Spruance class in only one shipyard, the Committee of Conference

deleted language from the Fiscal Year 1969 military procurement bill

requiring more than one source for these ships.

On June 23, 1970, the Department of Defense announced that "the

contract for construction of a new class of 30 multi-purpose destroyers

has been awarded to Litton Systems, Inc.... The Spruance class will be

built at the West Bank facility of the Ingalls Shipbuilding Division at

Pascagoula, Mississippi. " Several members of the Senate were dissatisfied

with the award and shortly thereafter offered an amendment to the Fiscal

Year 1971 Defense Authorization Bill which would have required a

division of the contract on a substantially equal basis between the

main contractor and a subcontractor. The amendment was rejected.

As of now, the contract is entirely in the hands of Litton Systems

although "more than 60 percent of the dollar value of each ship will

be used to purchase materials and equipment from subcontractors spread

over up to 45 states.t"

1/ U.S. Congress. House. Armed Services Committee.. Report No. 91-522,
Sept. 26, 1969, p. 53.

2/ U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Conference. Report No. 91-607,
Nov. 4, 1969, p. 14.

3/ Department of Defense News Release. No. 52 70, June 23, 1970.
1/ Ibid.

I
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In summary, the contract now stands as follows:

(It) is a multi-year type with a ceiling price of
$2,14 million. The contract provides for funding
the ships in five consecutive procurement increments,
each subject to Congressional approval, from Fiscal Year
1970 through 1974. Contract value of this first
increment is $214 million. The second increment, for

six ships, is now before Congress. The total eventual
cost to the Government, including the cost of Government-
furnished radars and weaponry, is estimated to be $2.55
billion. Delivery of the first unit of the Spruance
class is expected in the Fall of 1974,41/

C. Cost History

Generally speaking, the costs of naval construction have

risen very rapidly since World War II. At that time, a destroyer cost

about $8.5 million. The post-war Forrest Sherman (DD 931) class had a

unit cost of about $26 million. During the hearings on Military

Authorization for Fiscal Year 1970 (S. 1192), Secretary of the Navy Chafee

was asked the expected cost of the Spruance class. He responded:

We expect that will be $57 million. We are buying,
next year, five. The first is going to cost $101 million,

and then the price will go down to $60 million in this

so-called learning curve, as they build more. We

hope that, in the total buy of 30, the price will be
$57 million. 2

/ Ibid.

2/ U. S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Armed Services. Hearings on
Authorization for Military Procurement... for 1970. 91st Congress,
1st session. Washington, U.& Govt. Print. Off., 1969, p. 656-657.
Hereafter referred to as Hearings on Authorization for Military
Procurement... for 1970 (Senate).
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According to MCPL, program estimates have increased considerably:

Program Estimates

by Office of the Secretary
of Defense--1967

by Navy--1970

by Government Accounting
Office--1970

$1.364 billion for 40 ships
or $34.1 million each

$2.4 billion for 30 ships
or X80 million each

$3.35,billion for 30 ships
or $111 million each

During the FY 1971 Defense Appropriation Hearings, the Spruance

program and unit costs were described by Congressman Andrews and

Admiral Sonenshein.

Mr. Andrews. The June 30, 1969 selected acquisition
report indicates the Navy planned a 40-ship DD-963
program at a production cost of $1. 364 billion, or a
program unit cost of $34.1 million. OSD (Office of
the Secretary of Defense) approved a program of only
30 ships at a production cost of $1,708,700,000, or
a program unit cost of $56, 984,000 each. According
to the fiscal year 1971 P-1 book, the three ships
in the fiscal year 1970 program will cost an average
of $102,867,000 each.
What is the current cost estimate based on the latest
cost information?
Admiral Sonenshein. The correct cost estimate is
reflected in the current budgetary request which I
briefed in my previous response. The average cost
per ship for the 30 ships, end costed, is $83.4 million. 2/

However, the latest estimate by the Government Accounting Office (GAO)

concluded that the cost of the DD-963 program had risen to $4.176.6 billion

or $139.2 million per ship.

_/ MCPL. Report on Military Spending, July 9, 1970, p. 4.
- / Department of Defense Appropriations for 1971 (House). Part 5,

pp. 534-535.
3/ GAO. The Acquisition of Major Weapons Systems, March 18, 1971, p. 81.
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D. Pros and Cons Concerning Procurement of the System'

The arguments for and against the DD-963 as an ASW weapon

depend upon varying concepts of ASW operations, in the first instance,

and of the role of the DD-963 in today's Navy.

Captain McGrath supports the contention that the destroyer is a

major element in ASW operations. He notes that :

the main surface ASW vehicles are the several destroyer
types and the support of ASW carriers. The types
include frigates, destroyer escorts, and missile
destroyers. ASW capabilities are maximized in the
destroyer escorts, which are configured for ASW....

McGrath's contention that the destroyer is a suitable vehicle for ASW

operations is supported by Captain Carrison. The latter points out that:

The greatest numerical requirement heretofore has been
for the destroyer, which is in reality an all-weather,
day and night weapon system capable of hunting submarines
to exhaustion and destroying them if the situation
requires it. Further, it can serve as an on-the-scene
coordinator, directing the ASW efforts of other ships,
submarines and aircraft. 2/

On the other hand, Captain Robert Smith contends that "the 963-class

destroyer as presently conceived... is inferior to competitive Soviet

/
ships which are already at sea." It may be argued, .however, that Smith's

_/ McGrath, Thomas D. The National Insurance Policy, ASW Coverage.
U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings, May 1968, p. 47.

2/ Carrison, Daniel J. The Increasing Dimension of ASW. Data on
Defense and Civil Systems, July 1969, p. 22.

2/ Smith, Robert H. A United States Navy for the Future. U.S. Naval
Institute Proceedings, March 1971, p. 21.

t ._.._ ,.. ..-.. .. _.,._, . ..-a .,..-.- ....-,... -._.,._..,.

i ._ \
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contention does not challenge the basic concept that the Spruance class

destroyers would provide a successful addition to the American ASW fleet.

It depends upon the role assigned to this class of ship. If its primary

mission is action against Soviet warships armed with surface-to-surface

missiles, the DD-963 class ships will be in an inferior position. On the

other hand, if the mission is ASW, the Navy must believe that they can

perform such functions without being destroyed.by long range weapons.

Generally speaking, the Spruance class ships will perform two major

functions: (1) providing ASW protection to carrier task forces and

(2) conducting ASW operations either independently or in conjunction

with other components of an ASW team. DD-963 class destroyers will also

be able to perform other functions beyond their basic ones. These

include shore bombardment (such as has been performed in Vietnam) and

1/
the patrol of waters bordering potentially dangerous areas.

1/ For example, the United States maintains a destroyer on patrol in
the Red Sea with the express duty of removing American nationals
in the event of hostilities in that region.

r" i
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V. DLGN - 38 Nuclear-Powered Guided Missile Frigate

A. Description

The DLGN-38 (formerly DXGN) is a nuclear-powered frigate

equipped with guided missiles. It will have the mission to

operate offensively in the presence of air, surface, or

sub-surface threats independently or with nuclear or

conventional strike forces and provide protection to

these forces and other naval forces 6 r convoys against
air, surface or sub-surface threats. _/

In response to a request from Representative Wyman of the House

Appropriations Committee for description of the ship's capabilities, the

Navy stated that :

the DLGN 38 class design incorporates the most advanced
weapons systems available in the time frame of her

construction. These weapons will be effective against

known or projected threats posed by Soviet aircraft,
missiles and submarines. Included in the DLGN 38 combat
payload are the TARTAR D missile system, new combined

antiair and antisubmarine missile launchers, two

light-weight 5"/54 guns, new underwater battery fire

control system, a complete multi-purpose helicopter

facility including hangar, new computers and an

advanced systems integration which will reduce reaction

time in combat over previous frigates. In addition,

the ship is designed to accommodate potential downstream

(i.e., future) weapons (such as AEGIS, the advanced surface

missile system) and electronics in order that the ship

may be updated in response to changing threats. As

evidence of this forward looking design, part of the
AEGIS system--the new combined launchers--will be installed

in the DLGN 38 and follow ships during construction.

_/ U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Appropriations. Department

of Defense Appropriations for 1970. 91st Congress, 1st session.
Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1969, Part 3, pp. 183-184.
Hereafter referred to as Department of Defense Appropriations for

1970 (Senate).

'
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Further, the ship design offers the advantages

of sustained high speed endurance deriving from nuclear

propulsion. Reduced manning- as compared with earlier

frigates is made possible by the ship's improved

combat system integration, better communications and

administrative facilities and improved reliability
and maintainability. l_

2/

The DLGN-38 was originally part of the general DX program. The

House Armed Services Committee has noted that "the DXGN is the new

frigate being designed as an entire weapons system, using the same
3/

design methods that were being used in the new DX destroyer."

The DLGN-36 (California) class is the immediate predecessor of the

DLGN-38 class. As originally conceived, the former would have been

made up of three ships (DLGN-36-37-38), but because of rising costs, the

third ship was cancelled. At first it was proposed that DLGN-37

(South Carolina) also be cancelled and that five DXGN's be constructed

instead. As a compromise, it was agreed to proceed with the DLGN-37 and

to build four DXGN's. The rationale for retaining the DLGN-37 rested

essentially on the element of time because research and advanced

procurement (mostly reactor parts) had been completed. Thus with the

commissioning of DLGN-37, the Navy will have a total of four nuclear-

powered vessels designed for escort duty (Bainbridge, Truxtun, California

and South Carolina).

1/ Department of Defense Appropriations for 1971 (House). Part 5, p. 524.
2/ See the DD-963 section of this study.
3/ U.S. Congress. House. Armed Services Committee. Report

No. 91-522, September 26, 1969, p. 54.
L/ USS Long Beach (CGN 9) is a nuclear-powered, guided missile cruiser.

Its primary purpose is fleet air defense although it has considerable

ASW capability. It is doubtful, however, that Lo Beach could function

as effectively as the other nuclear-powered surface vessels in ASW.

,. ,
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B. Legislative Background

The Navy's program of nuclear-powered surface ships has

received strong support in Congress. This is reflected in the testimony

of Admiral Hyman G. Rickover, Director of the Naval Reactors Division of

the Atomic Energy Commission, before the House Appropriations Committee:

Admiral Rickover. Of course, we wouldn't be building
any nuclear frigates if it had not been for the initiative
taken by Congress in this important program. You all

remember that first for the California--DLGN36--and later
for the DLGN37, Congress took the unusual step of
requiring in the law that the contracts for these ships
"shall be entered into as soon as practicable unless
the President fully advises the Congress that its
construction is not in the national interest." 1/

Congressional interest has concentrated on the projected costs of the

system (discussed below) and the various weapons systems associated with

the ship, especially the missile system. The California class ships will

have two missile systems (both Tartar-D) and one ASROC eight-tube launcher.

The DLGN-38 will have two Mark 26 twin launchers which will fire Standard

(anti-aircraft) missiles and ASROC. In testimony before the House

Appropriations Committee, Admiral Colwell explained that the decision

to install a dual-purpose launcher was based on a compromise.

Admiral Colwell. When we were conducting our examination

of what we ought to have in total numbers of destroyers
in the fleet, both general purpose and guided missile

types, our studies showed that if we had in hand the

optimum number of escorts for fast carrier forces,

I" '

i/ Department of Defense Appropriations for 1971 (House). Part 7,
p. 58.

f
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- 'single-ended (i.e., single purpose: anti-submarine or
anti-aircraft) ships would be more effective than
double-ended ships... .However, that is solely dependent
on the assumption you have the optimum number. I think
it is now apparent that we are not going to be able to

build the optimum number.... We, therefore... propose
to build these ships with two launchers which are dual-
purpose launchers, so that they can launch the ASROC
ASW weapon. By the use of the two launchers and two
magazines, we can split both types of weapons.
Mr. Sikes. Is that what you propose to build into the
DXGN?
Admiral Colwell. Yes.

As in the case of its DX counterpart, the construction of the DXGN

generated considerable interest.

Mr. Sikes. Do you believe the shipbuilding industry
will be able to support your proposed DXGN program,

or will you have to develop additional shipyard cap-
ability? How do you propose to do this?
Admiral Colwell. If we were to be successful in gaining
approval for the entire Navy long-range program, it would
be necessary to bring in one or two additional producers....

Mr. Sikes. I am afraid that is not a very strong likelihood,
but if it should come to pass how would you propose to
develop additional shipyard capability? ....
Admiral Fahy. We would go to private yards at first.
We have a fall back position that we could always put
Puget Sound or Mare Island into the business..

Despite favorable Congressional support for the surface nuclear fleet

in general and .the nuclear escort program in particular, the Defense

Department has decided not to commit the United States to the funding

of a large number of DXGN's at this time. In a letter to Senator Pastore,

i_/ Department of Defense Appropriations for 1970 (House), Part 3, p. 556.
2_/ Ibid., p. 559.

_ - __ F.., i
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Chairman of the Joint Atomic Energy Committee, Deputy Secretary of

Defense Packard stated that :

We are about to negotiate a multi-ship contract for the
construction of DLGN-38 class frigates. Before negotiations
can proceed a decision is needed on how many ships the
contract should cover. The Navy proposed two alternative
programs for the construction of nuclear frigates for the
FY70-74 time frame. One alternative included three ships,

the DLGN-38 class vessels funded in PY70 and FY71 and
requested in the FY72 budget. The second alternative
was a five-ship program which included two additional
DLGN-38 ships to be started in FY73 and FY74. After
reviewing the options carefully and discussing them at
length with the Secretary of the Navy and the Chief of
Naval Operations, I have approved the recommendation
of the Secretary of the Navy that we proceed with the
three-ship program.

C. Cost History

In the FY 1969 Posture Statement, Secretary of Defense

McNamara stated that "the estimated cost of five DXGN's (including

contract definition) is $625 million...." One year later, Secretary

Clifford stated that the cost of the "DXGN (had grown) from about $500

million to $768 million. Much of this increase in estimated cost is

basically the result of two factors -- a continuing rise in the price of

labor and materials and more realistic estimates based on later contract

information."

1/ Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program--1971, p. 75.

2_/ Statement by Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara on the Fiscal
Year.. .1969 Defense Budget, January 22, 196%8, p. 128.

/ Statement by Secretary of Defense Clark M. Clifford on the 1970
Defense Budget..., p. 97. (Statement prepared January 15, 1969).

I
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In a hearing (April 1970) before the House Appropriations Committee,

Representative Addabbo stated that :

the June 30, 1969, Selected Acquisition Report (SAR)

indicated that the Navy's planning estimate for five

ships was $706 million. According to GAO, OSD approved

a program of only four ships at a cost of $728 million.
From the figures shown in the fiscal year 1971 P-l book,

four ships are going to cost about $863.4 million, and

a five-ship program will cost at $1.1'billion. j

Shortly thereafter, Representative Addabbo asked the Navy to provide

"your most recent estimate for a four-ship program and for a five-ship

program, and what are the reasons for the cost increases?" The Navy

responded:

The current estimate for a four- and five-ship program

are $41.1 million and $1,059.8 million respectively.
These estimates are based on an increase in projected

labor rates and on a decrease in learning curve benefits

which can be expected to be achieved on follow ships.

The estimates for ships beyond DLGN-39 are currently

being reevaluated to consider the effect and desirability

on introducing a second builder and' the cost of the new

equipments which may' become available. 2/

The SAR of June 30, 1970, lists the development estimate for the

DLGN-38 class as $769.2 million and the current estimate as $5,490.3

million. Of the latter figure, $3,210.8 million is attributed to changes

in quantity, the details of which are classified.

l_/ Department of Defense Appropriations for 1971 (House). Part 5, p. 522.

2/ Ibid., p. 523.
3/ GAO. The Acquisition of Major Weapons Systems, March 18, 1971, p. 81.
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D. Pros and Cons Concerning Procurement of the System

As noted above, one of the major missions of the DXGN is

to support nuclear and conventional carriers and protect them from

submarine attack. In his testimony of March 1971, before the Joint

Committee on Atomic Energy, Admiral Rickover described the advantages

of nuclear power in the performance of these duties.

Admiral Rickover. Specific advantages of nuclear-powered
frigates when operating with either' a nuclear or a
conventional carrier are: (a) Nuclear-escorts can hold
their antiair or antisubmarine stations without periodic
lowering of the task group's readiness while refueling.
(b) Unlike her conventionally powered counterpart, the

DLGN can match the operating endurance of an enemy
nuclear-powered submarine. This high-speed endurance
of nuclear propulsion is becoming more important as the
USSR continues to build nuclear-powered submarines and
particularly as they appear to shift emphasis to
anticarrier operations.
(c) Tanks now used in the carrier to store fuel for con-
ventional escorts can be used for aircraft fuel, thereby
increasing the carrier's capacity for continuous air
operations.
(d) Faster response is available due to higher transit
speeds, including the- selection of advantageous routes.
(e) Earlier and more aircraft sorties can be flown as
a consequence of being free of periodic escort fuelings.
(f) Continuous use of higher task groups speeds is possible
thereby permitting coverage of more territory and targets,
being less vulnerable and more effective. j

Q/ Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program--1971, p. 72.
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The refueling benefits accrue to the fast attack carrier group even

when only part of the task force-is nuclear-powered. In his testimony

before the same committee one year previous, Admiral Rickover noted that:

the capabilities of a carrier task force are much improved

each time a nuclear warship is substituted for a conven-

tional warship. When a nuclear carrier is substituted

for a conventional carrier the range of the task force

is about doubled. When half of the warships accompanying

the nuclear carrier are changed to nuclear propulsion

the range of the task force is doubled again. When all

the ships in the task force are nuclear powered the range

of the task force is essentially unlimited even at high

speed. /

The second mission of the nuclear-powered frigate is to operate

independently against "air, surface, or sub-surface threats."

Admiral Rickover stated that the "specific capabilities possessed by

nuclear-powered frigates but not available to conventionally-powered

frigates when operating independently" are:

(a) Trail an enemy submarine or surface ship long and

far, as fast as necessary, with no need to fit a refueling

schedule or location....

(b) Transit to and operate for prolonged periods in

ocean areas where logistic support is lacking, without

introducing logistic support at all or only in reduced

proportions.

(c) Operate in areas where combatant ships protect

themselves but where the replenishment oilers require

disproportionate route protection or protection

beyond forces available.
(d) Operate as barrier of patrol ships in forward areas

for long periods where dependence on a long fuel-resupply

line has undue risk. 2/

/ U.S. Congress. Joint Committee on Atomic Energy. Naval Nuclear

Propulsion Program--1970. 91st Congress, 2nd session. Washington,

U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1970, p. 92. Hereafter referred to as

Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program--1970.

2/ Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program--1971, p. 72.
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Arguments in opposition to the DLGN-38 program have centered on the

high unit cost and doubts as to benefits accruing from nuclear power.

It has been estimated that three DX's and three DXG's can perform the
1/

same function as four DXGN's in support of attack carriers. While

the cost figures of the DX/DXG program are not firm, it appears that

six of these conventional ships would cost substantially less than

2/

four DXGN's. Cost comparisons, however, depend upon the total number

of items considered. For example, a few years ago, the House Armed

Services Committee stated:

The initial capital cost of the four escort ships is

about $500 million if they are nuclear powered; however,

the cost of the nuclear-powered ships includes the first

cores which provide power for at least 10 years and also

extra armament. The cost of conventionally powered ships

does not include the cost of fuel or fuel delivery. When

all costs are considered the difference in building and

operating a nuclear-powereed task force with the same

type of ships is only about 6 percent over their entire

lifetime. 3/

It has been argued that nuclear-powered vessels are less vulnerable

because they are not dependent upon other ships for fuel. This argument

has been closely tied to the question of support of attack carriers and

the necessity of tankers for replenishment. MCPL has noted that:

1/ Ibid., p. 73. The DX is now known as the Spruance class (DD-963) and

is a subject of this report. The DXG is similar to the DXGN except

that it uses conventional rather than nuclear fuel. To date, no

DXG's have been authorized.

2/ See DD-963 section of this report.

3/ U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Armed Services. Authorizing Defense

Procurement and Research and Development, and Military Pay. Report No.

1536. 89th Cong., 2nd sess. May 16, 1966, p. 25. Report No. 1536 contains

an extensive analysis of the benefits that accrue to a task force that is

completely nuclear-powered. See pp. 24-59.
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the argument about the vulnerabliity of the oiler is of
doubtful validity. Aircraft carriers (even nuclear-
powered ones) must carry fuel for their escorts. Often
this is enough and no oiler is necessary. In the event
that an oiler is considered a necessity five or six
conventional destroyers are sufficient to provide pro-
tection for it as well as the attack carrier. 1/

Furthermore, it should be noted that for sustained operations, a fast

carrier attack task force must have an ammunition ship, a gasoline

tanker, and (possibly) a stores ship. To some degree this problem has

been alleviated by combining these functions into one ship (the fast
2/

support ship).

The increased ASW capabilities inherent in nuclear-powered surface

vessels are a subject of debate. MCPL notes that the

DLGN-38 is not necessarily the answer to the ASW problem
simply because of its high endurance rate. The ASW
problem has a number of ramification, the most significant
being the capability of recently developed Soviet
submarines to dive to considereble depths.... It is
probable that the real answer to the Soviet ASW threat
is the ASROC or SUBROC which are capable of attacking
a submarine at fairly great distances. 3/

1/ MCPL. Report on Military Spending, July 9, 1970, p. 5.
2/ This is admittedly a weak argument. These support ships would

only have to be in the task force while the ship was actually
undergoing replenishment. At other times, these ships could be
removed from the area of operations.

3/ MCPL. Op. cit., p. 5.

s
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VI. SSN-688 Attack Submarine

A. Description

According to Norman Polmar, the editor of the United States

section of Jane's "Fighting Ship!':

the SSN-688 class is intended as .the follow-on to the
Sturgeon class as the U.S. Navy's basic attack submarine

design. These submarines will be considerably larger

than their predecessors (360 feet and 6,900 tons), in

part to accommodate a larger reactor plant to give'them
higher underwater speeds.... According to unofficial
and possibly optimistic reports, the SSN-668 class
submarines will have an underwater speed of approximately

40 knots. _/

It will be the mission of these ships "to destroy enemy ships

primarily submarines in order to prohibit the employment of such forces

in attack and destruction of U.S. or allied targets." According to

D.M.S., the SSN-688 will be armed with the Mark 48 torpedo and SUBROC.

B. Legislative Background

Congressional interest in the SSN-688 has centered on the

need for such a ship and the question of production costs of the

submarine and the Mark 48 torpedo.

1/ Polmar, Norman C. The Nuclear Submarine Race. Armed Forces Journal,

January 18, 1971, p. 35. According to the Defense Market Survey,

this class of submarine will have an estimated speed of 40 to 60
knots. D.M.S., SSN-688 Class, March 1970, p. 1.

/ Department of Defense Appropriations for 1970.(Senate). Part 3, p. 183.

3/ See separate section of this report.
l./ D.M.S. Op. cit., p. 2.

" .
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In his testimony of March 10, 1971, before the Joint Committee on

Atomic Energy, Admiral Rickover stated.:

...the SSN-688 class high-speed nuclear attack submarine

is the most advanced attack submarine design we can build
in the early 1970's. Because of their improved propulsion
plant, these submarines will have greatly increased
capabilities compared to our previous attack submarine
designs. The SSN-688 class will have a submerged high-
speed capability (classified matter deleted) more than
our Sturgeon class. This improvement is essential in
light of the demonstrated capabilities of the Soviet
submarines. l_

Congress has strongly supported the program. In his testimony of

March 1970, before the same committee, Admiral Rickover said:

... last year the budget proposed by the Department of Defense
included the first two ships in the SSN-688 class.
Recognizing the very urgent need for these ships, Congress
added a third submarine to the program in fiscal year
1970, even though the Defense Department had not requested
the ship. It was one of the very few items in that
budget that was increased. No matter how stringent the
budget was, Congress increased the submarine program.

Admiral Rickover charged that the delays associated with the initiation of

the SSN-688 program were the.fault of the Defense Department. For

example, he said:

It was only through the efforts of this committee and
Congress that the Defense Department finally authorized
(procurement of SSN-688 submarines). Because of the
Defense Department way of doing business, it takes
several years just to get started with a new project.
It takes longer to get permission to do something than
it does to build it, and the weight of paper one must
write weighs more than the ship itself. J

L/ Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program--1971, p. 14.
2/ Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program--1970, p. 41.
d/ Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program--1971, p. 32.
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C. Cost History

In his testimony before the House Appropriations Committee

in early 1970, Admiral Sonenshein stated with respect to the lead ship

of the program-

... a letter contract initiating.detailed design of the
ship was awarded in November 1969. In addition Newport
News Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co. under another letter
contract has been procuring long lead propulsion equip-
ment for about 2 years.

In his posture statement for fiscal year 1970, Secretary of Defense

Clifford stated that

as tentatively scheduled, the first three "high speed"
(SSN-688 class) submarines would be started in FY 1970

at an estimated cost of $536 million. Several more

would be started in FY 1971 and the remainder in FY 1972.

By that time, the new design ("CONFORM") submarine
should be ready for construction..2

F]
1/ Department of Defense Appropriations for 1971 (House). Part 5,

p. 512. On the same day, Admiral Sonenshein testified that the

contract for building the SSN-688 lead ship would be awarded to
the Newport News Company because this firm was "the only
company (with) the capability and the capacity at this time to
do the work." Ibid., p. 511.

2/ Statement of Secretary of Defense Clark M. Clifford on the Fiscal
Year 1970 Defense Budget. Prepared January 15, 1969, p. 96.
The "CONFORM" submarine is the proposed follow-on to the SSN-688
class. It will "marry" the technology of the SSN-688 class with
that of the SSN-685 (turbine electric drive submarine).
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While the details are classified, it appears that Secretary Clifford's

assessment of the number of SSN-688 class submarines to be procured was

not shared' by his successor, Secretary Laird. The latter reported to

Congress that at least three of four new "high speed" 688-class SSNs

should be authorized in each of the fiscal years 1971 and 1972.

Looking farther ahead, Norman Polmar "anticipated that the Navy will

build 25 to 30 of this class (SSN-688) at private yards during the

1970s and early 1980s at an estimated total program cost that could

go as high as $5-billion. ".

Testifying this year before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy,

Admiral Rickover stated:

On January 8, 1971, the Navy awarded shipbuilding contracts

for the first 12 submarines of the new high-speed SSN-688
class. Contracts for the first ship, the SSN-688, and
four follow ships were awarded to the Newport News Ship-
building and Dry Dock Co. A contract for seven more
ships was awarded to the Electric Boat Co.
These 12 submarines .consist of three authorized in the

fiscal year 1970 shipbuilding program, four authorized
in fiscal year 1971 program, and five which are included
in the fiscal year 1972 budget. /

In dollar terms, the contracts have been described as follows:

Seven of the 688s will be built by Electric Boat...

for an average cost of $61-million each and a total
cost of $428-million. The remaining five will be

built by the Newport News... Co. of Virginia at an
average cost of $83-million each and a total cost of

- $332-million. These costs are for the basic ship.

2/ Statement of Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird... on theFiscal
Year 1971 Defense Program and Budget. Prepared February 20, 1970,p. 145.

2/ Polmar, Norman. Op. cit., p. 35.
#/ Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program--1971, p. 32.
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Each nuclear power plant will cost an additional $36=
million and another $50-million will be added for other
machinery and equipment. The total cost of the ship
is thus $147- or $169-million, depending on the builder. j

The selected acquisition report (SAR) of June 30, 1970, states that

the planning estimate of the cost of the SSN-688 class was $1,658 million

and the current estimate is $4,279.7 million. Of the latter, $2,376
million is attributed to changes in quantity and $245.7 million to other

cost growth.

D. Pros and Cons Concerning Procurement of the System

Arguments in support of the SSN-688 program have concentrated

on the need for modern submarines to meet a number of tactical fleet

requirements. According to Admiral Rickover:

Our gun-equipped surface ships are considerably outranged
by Soviet surface-to surface ciise missiles and would
suffer severe attrition in an engagement. Without
adequate protection, high-value carrier task forces
committed to the neutralization of land targets and
the protection of our forces ashore should not be placed
in the position of having to fight their way through a
force of guided missile ships to reach their objective.
Nor should we have to commit large numbers of our carrier
aircraft to combat these cruise missile ships. ./

A closely related role is the defense of the sealanes. During the

1970 hearings of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, Chairman Holifield

_/ Armed Forces Journal. January 18, 1971, p. 35.
2/ GAO. The Acquisition of Major Weapons Systems. March 18, 1971, p. 81.
/ Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program--1971, p. 15.
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presented the statement of his fellow committee member, Senator Jackson.

The statement read in part:

(The Soviets) recognize that the most effective way to

challenge the Western World and to project their own

national influence is to threaten in a very real way our

ocean lines of communication. They do this with sub-

marines of many varied designs including an increasing

preponderance of nuclear powered submarines with their

virtually unlimited operational capabilities. Such a

submarine force astride our vital sea lanes represents

a ubiquitous threat of unparalleled proportions.

Our major defense against this thre.t is, of course,
the submarine itself. /

A third tactical requirement is that of fleet escort. In March,

Admiral Rickover testified that he looked at these submarines "as

very important from the standpoint of escort ships.... Please recognize

that surface ships even with a nominal speed of, say, (classified

matter deleted) knots, can rarely make that speed. On the ocean where

they must contend with weather and waves they are frequently slowed down

by several knots. A submarine is not subject to these conditions. "

Admiral Rickover and his Navy colleagues argue that the SSN-668 is

uniquely qualified for this triple role of (1) engaging the enemy without

exposure to surface-to-surface guided missiles, (2) conducting ASW

and (3) providing escort protection to surface vessels.

Those in opposition are concerned about the high cost of nuclear-

powered submarines. They point out that the principal weapons systems

of the SSN-668 are SUBROC and ASW torpedoes and these same weapons are

r ....

1/ Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program--1970, p. 29.
2/ Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program--1971, p. 32.
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carried by the present Sturgeon (SSN-637) class. They further claim

that these weapons systems give a stand-off capability and therefore it

is not essential that the submarine have tremendous speed -- the one

significant improvement of the SSN-668 class over the Sturgeon class.

For this reason, it can be argued that the United States could meet its

requirements simply by procuring more Sturgeon class submarines.

However, this argument suffers from at least one very severe impediment.

ASW submarines must not only be able to kill enemy submarines, they must

also be able to find them. The increased speed built into the SSN-668

class submarines will presumably make a substantial contribution toward

that goal--especially considering the speeds attributed to modern Soviet

submarines (described in the introduction of this report).

_____ r_-_.. "
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VII. Mark 48 Torpedo

A. Description

The Mark 48 torpedo is the follow-on system to the

Mark 37 ASW torpedo. There were originally three versions of the torpedo

1/
under development and limited production. They have been described

by the Navy:

The Torpedo Mark 48 Mod 0 is a high speed, long range,
deep diving anti-submarine torpedo capable of operating
with or without wire command guidance, using
acoustic homing and conventional warhead . It
has a secondary capability against surface ASW escort
types. The propulsion system consists of a turbine
engine and a pump jet propulsor. Its fuel is a liquid
mono-propellant called Otto fuel. .
The Torpedo Mark 48 Mod 1 is a dual-purpose anti-
submarine, anti-ship, high speed, long range, deep diving
torpedo capable of operating with or without wire command
guidance and using acoustic homing. The homing
system functions in a manner similar to that in the
Torpedo Mark 48 Mod 0 with the addition of a .
The propulsion system consists of a piston type swash-
plate engine powered by a hot gas developed from the
decompostion of a mono-propellant (Otto fuel) and a
pump jet propulsor. -_ . For maximum effectiveness
against submarine targets, the system is designed to

. The Torpedo Mark 48 Mod 2 is a conversion
of the basic Mark 48 Mod 0 which .
All three mods use the same exploder and arming device. 2/

The Mark 48 has a range of 25 miles and a speed of 50 knots, and can operate

to a depth of about 3,000 feet. It is designed "primarily to be launched

from submarines but can also be launched from surface ships." To date,

no decision has been made to procure the system for surface forces.

_/ The Mark 48 Mod 1 has been selected for production. This decision
is described in the general section entitled Cost History.

_2/ Department of Defense Appropriations for 1971 (House). Part 5, p. 670.
Defense Market Survey (D.M.S.). Ordnance. Torpedo Mark 48,
June 1971, p. 1.

* U.S. Department of Defense. Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Public Affairs). Press Release No. 590-71, July 2, 1971.
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In testimony before the House Appropriations Committee in early 1971,

Admiral Zumwalt, the Chief of Naval Operations, testified on surface

applications of the Mark 43 torpedo.

There are still provisional arrangements, in the form

of space and weight reservations, being made for

introduction of the Mk-4$ torpedo into surface ships.
Additionally, we have configured one surface escort,

the U.S.S. Talbot, to fire the Mk-48, and are planning
to include firing Mk-48 torpedoes from this ship in the
operational evaluation of the Mk-48 weapon system. This

will provide data to develop firing' doctrine and will
complete the groundwork for arming surface ships with
the Mk-48 torpedo should this course of action be

decided upon. l/

Included in the Mark 48 project is the develpoment of the Mark 27

torpedo target. This latter subsystem is designed to evaluate the

effectiveness of the torpedo in simulated enemy engagements. In

order to be effective, it must not be actually struck by a torpedo

since such collisions damage the target's calibrating instruments.

Target avoidance, however, has generated some problems. In testimony

before the House Appropriations Committee in 1970, Admiral Abhau,

formerly Manager, ASW Systems Projects, stated:

The proximity system is only for use with the Mk-27

torpedo target and the problem is believed to lie

primarily in the target. A potential solution to this

problem is believed to be in hand. The problem has no

warshot implications but in the exercise configuration

requires that the target and torpedo be separated by

stratum to prevent collision between them. 2/

1/ U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Appropriations. Department of

Defense Appropriations for 1972. 92nd. Congress, 1st session. Washington,

U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1971. Part 1, p. 1096. Hereafter referred

to as Department of Defense Appropriations for 1972 (House).

2/ Department of Defense Appropriations for 1971 (House). Part 5, p. 673.

.
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B. Legislative Background

Legislative interest in.the Mark 48 torpedo has been

considerable. It has been strongly supported by the House Armed Services

Committee. The Report of that Committee accompanying the Fiscal Year

1972 procurement authorization bill stated in support of the Mark 48:

The members of the Committee on Armed Services, like

their contemporaries in Congress, are acutely conscious

of the ever escalating costs of military hardware.

However, the harsh realities of the world in which we

live require that we develop a capability to respond
to any potential aggression, whatever form it may take....

(T)he Soviet Union has developed the largest and most

modern submarine fleet in the world. The threat to

our survival as a maritime nation implicit in this

capability requires no elaboration. /

On the other hand, the House Appropriations Committee has looked

askance at the Mark 48 program. In 1970, Chairman Mahon told Admiral

Abhau:

As you know, last year this committee attempted to

delay the appropriation of funds for the Mk-48 torpedo

until such time as the Navy had selected and tested the

best torpedo available between the three versions

currently under development. 2/

This same sentiment was expressed by the Members of Congress for Peace

through Law (MCPL) in their 1970 report. MCPL recommended that "the

Navy should choose which version to deploy before any further funds are

2/
authorized."

/ U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Armed Services. Report

No. 92-232. May 26, 1971, p. 29.
2/ Department of Defense Appropriations for 1971 (House). Part 5, p. 665.

2/ MCPL. Mark 48 Torpedo. Report on Military Spending. July 9, 1970. p. 2.

Y 1
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The Navy supported the multiple model production on the grounds of

national security and economy. Admiral Abhau defended Navy purchases of

the Mark 48 Mod 0 despite the fact that the ultimate production buy

would be either -the Mod 1 or the Mod 2 and the fact that the Navy was

rather certain that both mods would meet Navy specifications and

requirements. Admiral Abhau said:

The first point is that this process of comparing
torpedoes (i.e., the Mark 48 Mod 1 and.the Mark 48 Mod 2),
now that at long last we have at least two versions which
are satisfactory, in order to insure that we make the
decision, is quite time consuming. If we produced no
torpedoes for the fleet, there would be at least a

delay before the fleet had any torpedoes

with which it has to carry out its efforts to define
the doctrine for the use of the torpedo and to train
the crews......
The other reason that we find it necessary to provide

these (Mark 48 Mod 0) torpedoes is that in the past
every time that we have even permitted a torpedo
production facility to shut down, we have found that
it was extraordinarily expensive to start it up but,
most important, the reliability is always down. _/

The decision to develop more than one torpedo rested on the desire to

reduce the possibility of program failure. The late Representative

Lipscomb questioned this procedure in 1969 with Dr. Frosch, the Assistant

Secretary of the Navy for Research and Development.

Mr. Lipscomb. ... Why do you have two concurrent
programs underway, when development of Mod 0 has not
been completed, and a decision was to have been made in
May 1969 between the Mod 1 and the Mod 2?
Dr. Frosch. Program slippage has precluded a
decision between the versions of the Mk-48 torpedo.
Our desire is to make production decisions based on in-
water testing. Since the production decision matrix

_/ Department of Defense Appropriations for 1971 (House). Part 5, p. 666.

1
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has not been completed by any version we consider
it urgent to prosecute both programs until one results

in a fully tested production model for fleet use.
Mr. Lipscomb. If Mod 1 or 2 is the ultimate, why buy
any Mk-48 Mod 0 torpedoes at all? Why not wait until
the follow-on torpedo is developed?
Dr. Frosch. Procurement of the Mod 0 will fulfill the
most urgent requirement of the Navy--the ASW version.
This program will currently provide a fleet capability
at least earlier than the Mod 1 or Mod 2, and
if we should run into any problems at 411 in the development
of the dual purpose version, the Mod 0 will still provide
a weapon to counter the most serious threat. I/

C. Cost History

According to .D.M.S., funding of the Mark 48 program has

taken the following form:

Fiscal Year Appropriation (in millions)

1968 139.3
1969 43.7
1970 157.6
1971 146.9
1972 169.7 J/

There has been considerable discussion of the rising costs of the

Mark 48 system. According to the House Armed Services Committee:

The development estimates of total program cost were
$714 million. The current estimate from the December 31,
1970 Selected Acquisition Report is $2,567.1 million.
The primary reason for the disparity between initial
and current estimates was the inability of industrial
and naval engineers in 1964 to predict how much it would
actually cost to develop and produce a weapon as complex
as the Mk-48 torpedo. The cost growth reflects this
factor rather than an overrun in the context of increased
contractual liability. Production costs, most of which
remain to be incurred, account for over $1.5 billion

_1/ Dep'artment of Defense Appropriations for 1970 (House). Part 4, p. 290.
_2/ D.M.S. Ordnance. Torpedo Mark 48. April 1970, p. 1.
2/ D.M.S. Op. cit. June 1971, p. 1.
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of the $1.85 billion growth in estimated costs. It should
be pointed out that the costs cover a period from 1964
when the program started to completion in the 1980's. _/

On the other hand, Admiral Abhau testified that:

the original estimate (1964) of the cost of the total
Mark-48 weapon system program was $649.8 million. This
original estimate was only for the ASW version of the
torpedo (Mod 0). The original estimate also did not

envision production of the Mark-27 torpedo target for

fleet exercise firings nor Mod 1 and Mod 2.
The current estimate for the totalprogram, as reported

in the December 31, 1969, selected acquisition report,
..... , is $3,614.7 million. Additional costs specifically
related to the Mk-48 Mod 1 are $137.8 million. Total
program costs $3,752.5 million. 2/

The assessment of the House Armed Services Committee was reiterated

by Assistant Secretary Frosch. He appeared on the Columbia Broadcasting

System's television program Sixty Minutes with C.B.S. commentator

Mike Wallace to discuss the cost growth that has occurred in the Mark 48

system.

Mr. Wallace. Dr. Frosch, the program estimate for the

M-48 has gone from about $680 million to $3.9 billion.
It's two years behind schedule, you've spent half a billion
dollars in cash already, there's not one M-48 with the
fleet. What went wrong?
Dr. Frosch. Well, the original estimate was an estimate
that was make by Navy people on the basis of the experi-
mental torpedo. Now estimating for a torpedo that really

has never been designed for production, and which -
and in which the contractor has not even started to

put pencil to paper, which was the state at the original
estimate, is a very difficult business. We found
ourselves in the situation with developmental torpedoes

that were supposed to be making a certain test schedule

1/ U. ,Congress. House. Committee on Armed Services. Report
No. 92-232. May 26, 1971, p. 29.
Department of Defense Appropriations for 1971 (House). Part 5,
pp. 672-673.

_ _ _ _ _ _
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began to fail tests and began to fail tests in a way
that indicated that a good deal of redesign and change
was needed. Now added to this problem, I think, was the
contractor's failure to some extent to realize that he
was not performing the task as well as he might. j

On the other hand, the contractor, Westinghouse Electric, argued

that the 1964 Navy plans for the torpedo simply were unworkable. "One

of the problems was noise. The torpedo was so noisy that it couldn't

- hear the enemy submarine. "

One defense analyst, Ernest Fitzgerald (who made certain revelations

regarding cost growth within the C-5 program) stated:

The symptoms that were developing were indications that
massive changes in the program would be required. That
is, that the design that had been thought to be satisfactory
at the very outset of the program was going to have to
be changed significantly in order to meet the specifications.

The difference in the figures cited by the House Armed Services

Committee and Admiral Abhau reflects a reduction in procurement.

In testimony before the House Appropriations Committee, Admiral Zumwalt,

the Chief of Naval Operations, described other savings in the Mark 48

program.

Mr. Andrews. Have there been any changes in the
estimated costs of development and production of the
Mark-48 since the hearings last year?
Admiral Zumwalt. The estimated cost of development of

the Mk-48 torpedoes has not changed significantly since

the hearing last year, and remains as listed in the most

C.B.S. News. Sixty Minutes. Volume II, Number 13, March 3, 1970. pp. 6-7.
2_/ Ibid., p. 2.

Ibid.
4/ It also reflects a reduction of about $11 million in military

construction and R.D.T. & E. expentitures.

.. .!_
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recent selected acquisition report. There have been major
improvements in the estimated cost for both near-term
and long-term procurement.... The total procurement
estimate for torpedo production through inventory is
now nearly a billion dollars less than was estimated
a year ago. This reduction comes about as a result of:
(a) Major improvements in the projected unit costs by

increasing the rapid buildup to an economical pro-
duction rate in the early years.

(b) The major improvements in the contractor manufacturing
costs as a result of cost reduction improvements to
torpedo design and the manufacturing process.

(c) Completion of the procurement program some 3 years
earlier than previously estimated, as a result of
more rapid buildup of production, thereby having
to allow less for torpedo losses due to attrition
during exercise firings. /

Admiral Zumwalt described the production contract.

In October 1970 contracts were awarded to Westinghouse
for torpedoes and to Clevite for

torpedoes. These torpedoes are termed "pilot production
units," whose purpose is to meet the immediate urgent -
needs of the fleet and to maintain a viable production
capability at each contractor during the current evaluation
and until one or the other is selected for on-going
production. /

On July 2, 1971, the Navy announced that Gould, Inc. (Clevite Division)

had been selected "as the prime contractor for the Mark 48 Mod 1 torpedo.

The contract to Gould is for $115,957,412 for torpedo production in

fiscal year 72 with an option for additional quantities in fiscal year 73."

1/ Department of Defense Appropriations for 1972 (House). Part 1, p. 1095.
2/ Ibid., p. 1094.
3/ U.S. Department of Defense. Office of the Assistant Secretary of

Defense (Public Affairs) . Press Release No. 590-71, July 2, 1971.

i 
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In testimony a few months earlier, Admiral Zumwalt had stated that

"if House authorization action were to be completed before August, the

Navy would sign a single contract for the fiscal years 1970-72 funded

quantities, rather than proceeding with the first increment using fiscal

years 1970-71 funds and a later option using fiscal year 1972 funds."

In general terms, this means that the Navy could obtain a better price

for torpedoes because it was negotiating a bigger contract. Furthermore,

the terms of the contracts with Westinghouse and Clevite both stipulated

that the Navy could terminate "the loser's pilot production contract

and recover a portion of the funds obligated for use in follow-on

procurement with the winner." Presumably this will be done in the

near future.

D. Pros and Cons Concerning Procurement of the System

In his fiscal year 1971 defense statement, Secretary Laird

noted:

The existing submarine launched ASW torpedo, the Mk-37,
does not have the speed, range, acquisition or depth

capability required for use against modern, fast,
deep-diving submarines. Our present anti-ship torpedoes
are old and not very effective against evasive targets.
Moreover, our inventory of such torpedoes is limited. 3/

21/ Department of Defense Appropriations for 1972 (House). Part 1, p. 1094.
2/ Ibid.

Laird, Melvin R. Statement before the Senate Armed Services Committee,
February 20, 1970. p. 148.
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The Defense Market Survey was much more forthright. That pub-

lication called the Mark 37 torpedo "ineffective. " The Survey went

on to say:

In its antisubmarine role, the MK-48 will replace the
obsolescent MK-37 which was designed for operation

against snorkeling diesel submarines operating at speeds
under 16 knots. In the antiship role, the MK-48 will
replace two additional obsolete torpedoes, the MK-14
and MK-16, both straight running and of World War II design. 2/

The Navy believes that the Mark 48 torpedo is the appropriate answer

to this devolution of ASW capability. Admiral Zumwalt told the Defense

Appropriations Subcommittee that "we expect that the (Mark 48) torpedo

will meet the immediate and near future requirements for a submarine

launched antisubmarine and antiship weapon." This assessment was also

reached by the Report of the House Armed Services Committee which stated

that "the impressive characteristics and capabilities of the Mk-48

torpedo will provide the U. S. Navy with an absolutely indispensable

weapon to be used to combat the increasing Soviet submarine threat."

1/ D.M.S. Torpedo, Mark 48. June 1971, p. 1.
2/ D.M.S. Torpedo, Mark 48. August 1971, p. 1.
3/ Department of Defense Appropriations for 1972 (House). Part 1, p. 1093.

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Armed Services. Report
No. 92-232. May 26, 1971, p. 29.

'
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The same report also stated that the United States was required to

develop and include in the American inventory "an antisubmarine

warfare weapon which is capable of meeting and destroying the threat

posed by the Soviet undersea fleet." There are a few weapons which

are now either deployed or in the process of being procured which are

excellent ASW systems. Indeed, the late Representative Lipscomb asked

why the United States had a requirement for a Mark 48 when the Navy was

in the possession of SUBROC ad ASROC. (The answer to :his question has

been deleted from the transcript as classified information.)

L/ U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Armed Services. Report
No. 92-232. May 26, 1971, p. 29. According to the Institute for
Strategic Studies (London), the Soviet undersea fleet now numbers
almost 400 boats. "Military Balance, 1970-71," p. 9.

2/ Department of Defense Appropriations for 1970 (House). Part 4,
p. 290. SUBROC is a "submarine launched missile which follows a
short underwater path before transferring to an air trajectory for
the major portion of its journey to the target area. When this is
reached, a nuclear depth bomb is separated from the remainder of
the missile and then follows a ballistic trajectory to the point
where it reenters the water. The nuclear charge then sinks to a
predetermined depth before detonation. " Archer, D.H.R. and
R.T. Pretty (eds.). "Jane's Weapons Systems--1971,"p. 143.
ASROC is a "ship-launched ballistic missile carried as a primary
antisubmarine warfare weapon aboard US Navy frigates (i.e, destroyers).
The weapon consists of a Mark 46 acoustic homing torpedo or a
nuclear depth charge attached to a solid-propellant rocket motor."
Ibid., p. 101. SUBROC has a range of about 35 miles; ASROC has a
range of about 12 miles.

...
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However, it should be noted that both SUBROC and the depth bomb version

of ASROC are armed with nuclear warheads. Considering the reluctance

the United States might have in employing such weapons in response

to a "sub-nuclear" threat, some system (such as the Mark 48) might be

preferable. Furthermore, the torpedo version of ASROC has neither the

range nor the accuracy to compete with the Mark 48 torpedo.

MCPL has argued that :

Since it is designed primarily for use against
"modern fast, deep-diving submarines" of a sort

produced only in the U.S. and the Soviet Union, one

possibility is its employment to destroy Soviet
ballistic-missile submarines. Although first-strike
move by the United States is contrary both to our
announced strategy and to the alleged defensive

purpose of the Mark 48, this possibility is not likely
to be overlooked by the Soviet Union. 1/

MCPL is quite correct when it points out that "one possibility of

employment" might be the destruction of Soviet SLBM (submarine-launched

ballistic missile) submarines. In the event that nuclear war were to

break out, these boats would presumably be prime targets. This, however,

is not a first strike tactic but rather a response, and the implication

that the U. S. might be arming for the former is difficult to justify.

Furthermore, in the event that nuclear war were to break out, there

would presumably be no inhibitions regarding such weapons as SUBROC.

However, in a war-at-sea scenario in which the use of nuclear weapons had

not been initiated, a non-nuclear means of enemy destruction would be

preferable. However remote such a scenario seems, should we criticize the

Navy for developing non-nuclear weapons? MCPL's allusion to the

I/ MCPL. Military Spending Report. July 9, 1970, p. 8.
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"alleged defensive purpose of the Mark 48" is also puzzling and somewhat

misleading. The Mark 48 is designed to be employed by attack submarines

for the destruction of enemy submarines. In the event of nuclear war

or limited war at sea, these submarines would actively hunt out enemy

submarines and surface ships.

MCPL also stated that the United States:

might also wish to destroy Soviet ballistic-missile
submarines in the unlikely contingency of a nuclear exchange
in which the Soviets did not use their entire sea-based
ballistic missile force. Not knowing when the Soviet
Union would initiate such an attack, however, it would
be necessary to shadow every Soviet ballistic missile

submarine on a 24-hour basis. This is not feasible. 2

In the event of a nuclear exchange, it is unlikely that the Soviets would

have all of their SLBM-firing submarines on station at the same time.

Some would probably be held in reserve for second.- and third-strike purposes.

It is logical to assume that these would be the submarines that American

SSNs would hunt down.

/ If SSNs were used in an escort mode, it might be possible to term
their armament "defensive," at least by extension. In the event
that the Mark 48 were used to arm SSBNs (American ballistic missile
submarines), it would have primarily a defensive role. The primary
purpose of SSBNs is to remain on patrol within range of targets of
the Polaris/Poseidon missiles which they carry. For this reason, the
only time that an SSBN would use its torpedoes would be for self-
defense (presuming that all other outlets, e.g., evasion, had failed
and that an attack on the SSBN was imminent or had already been mounted).

2/ MCPL. Op. cit., p. 8.
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The argument that the United States would find it "necessary to

shadow every Soviet ballistic-missile submarine on a 24-hour basis, "

is suspect. Most nuclear warfare scenarios depict Soviet SLBMs

(when launched in a "first strike") being launched against strategic

bomber bases. These are concentrated in midwestern America. Currently,

the range of the most advanced SLBM (SS-N-6) is estimated to be about

1,750 miles. Therefore, to strike these targets, the SLBM-launching

submarine would have to come quite close to the American coast. At

that point the submarine would come within the detection range of such

devices as SOSUS, Caesar and Trident (described in the introduction to

this study).

j/ SLBMs have a shorter time to target which reduces the warning time

to about five minutes. They also have limited accuracy which largely
precludes their being used against "hard" targets such as Minuteman

silos.
2/ Institute for Strategic Studies. Military Balance, 1970-1971.

London. Institute for Strategic Studies, 1970, p. 107.
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